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50 CENTS ANNINIA

Percentage
difference
no cause
for alarm

AC woes
shift MHS
schedule

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
A prop(),ed budget for the 2001(12 fiscal year shows the City of
Murray spending slightly more than
it is expected to take in, which,
according to City Finance Officer
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
air out the building. He also said
Don Leet, is not a cause for alarm.
Staff Writer
fans are being run both at night and
"The increase in expenditures can
Students at Murray High School during the day to cool things down.
be more than the revenues because
have been getting out of school earStudents, Franklin said, are being
we had some extra room from this
lier than usual this week. The only shuffled around the school's outer
year," Leet said.
catch has been that they have had to classrooms, which he said are usualCurrent budget projections show
show
up an hour earlier than usual to ly cooler than the ones closer to the
the city with a 3 percent ($138,750)
begin
the school day.
center of the building.
increase in general fund revenue for
The MHS schedule has been
Since the air conditioner worked
the 2001-02 fiscal year. General
so
adjusted
because
the
well, Franklin said, the difference
school
has
fund expenditures are projected to
been functioning without an air con- was not immediately noticeable.
increase by 4 percent ($211,165).
ditioning system this week, and,
"We got used to kids wearing
The proposed budget, which has
according to W.A. Franklin, superin- sweaters in the summer," he said. "It
already been presented to the
tendent of the Murray School took it a while to warm up inside."
Murray City Council's finance committee, includes a 4 percent cost-ofSystem, simply repairing the system
The school was struck a double
living salary increase for city
is not an option the school currently blow when a smaller air conditionemployees, as well as $50,000 in
has.
ing unit that was being used to cool
salary adjustment funds that will be
"We're putting a new one in this the building's office area went out,
distributed among the city's departsummer, and, unfortunately, our old as well. Franklin said that unit will
ments.
one went out before this summer," be repaired before the summer.
The budget proposal also
Franklin said Monday afternoon. "It
No timetable has been set as to
addresses requests made by the
was so old the company couldn't when the school's main air condicity's various departments. The
find the parts to repair it."
tioning system will be replaced.
results from those requests currently
Franklin said the absence of air Franklin said if a new system is not
include:
conditioning has bumped the high installed by the time enrichment
Community Development: The
school's start time each day from courses and other summer activities
current budget for community devel8:30 a.m. to 7:30 a.m. The adjusted scheduled to take place in the buildopment includes $20,000 from the
schedule, he said, will not change ing begin, those eveats will be
city's general fund for a land use
the date of the last day of classes for moved to Murray Middle School.
study. That total will also go toward
The project to replace the high
high school students, which is
paying for engineering costs
scheduled for June 4.
school's air conditioning unit is to
incurred during the study. The budg"We're just sorry it happened be part of a $650,000 project that
et also includes $20,000 ($10,000
from the general fund and $10,00(7_
with just a week or so to go in will include putting new lighting
from the -City's utility funds) for a
school," Franklin said. "The seniors systems in all of the school system's
full-time building official assistant.
are virtually finished. That allows us buildings. Franklin said the air conMurray Police Department:
to move students around the build- ditioner will likely make up
Murray Police Chief John Knight
$150.000 of the total amount.
ing."
had originally requested $120,000
BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times Photo
According to Franklin, the main
In addition to getting students
for four new police officers. The
HEAVE-HOLE! ... Barbara Frank of Mayfield, Ky., gives a football a heave for the center of the
into classes during the cooler morn- air conditioning system was
proposed budget includes only
hole target as she participates in the Purchase Area Senior Games Monday morning at
ing hours, Franklin said the doors of installed at the high school in 1970.
$30,000 for the conversion of the
the school are being opened at night
Stewart
Stadium.
city's citation officer to a patrol offiand early in the morning to try and •See Page 2
cer. Knight had also requested
$50,000 for four new vehicles. The
current budget proposal includes
only $33,750 for three new vehicles.
The current budget proposal
allots $30,000 for new computer
equipment and a network system,
He fled the church with a stolen
HOPKINSVLLLE, Ky. (AP) — of their property. The order did not
down from the $52,000 Knight had
More
than
two
months
before
her
prevent
him
from
being
with
his
9mm
Ruger handgun and the child.
originally requested. Ten-thousand
police said. He was arrested a short
death,
Adrianne
Radford
offered
a
wife.
dollars is currently budgeted for written account of an alleged threat
Radford also was ordered to time later following a standoff with
operational costs increases, down from her estranged husband, now enroll in counseling. He was sched- city Police Chief Kenny Over.
from the $22,450 Knight had charged with shooting her during a uled to be in court Thursday to proRadford is charged with two
requested.
church service.
vide proof of counseling, according counts of murder, several counts of
The department will receive a
According to court records, to court records. But there are no felony wanton endangerment, and
$22,000 block grant to purchase Radford told authorities that documents in the court file to indi- single counts of fleeing or evading,
additional police equipment.
Fredrick Radford allegedly grabbed cate he had enrolled in counseling, violation of a domestic violence
Murray Fire Department: The her by the neck and shoved her and his case had been continued order and possession of a stolen
fire department's $1.3 million against a wall during an argument until July 17, the Hopkinsville firearm.
request for a new central station is on March 7, the Kentucky New Era newspaper reported.
Radford pleaded innocent at his
still under review by the city, Leet reported Monday.
Radford, 35, is accused of walk- arraignment Monday and a public
said. Murray Fire Chief Pat Scott's
Adrianne Radford had said her ing into the Greater Oak Missionary defender was appointed to represent
$13,800 request for an incentive pay husband was upset because she was Baptist Church on Friday night and him.
program will be addressed through taking their 2-year-old son and shooting Adrianne Radford, 25, and
A preliminary hearing was sched$10,000 in salary adjustment funds. going to visit a friend.
uled for Friday.
Mary Anne Turner,47.
according to the proposed budget.
Radford is being held without
"He threatened to drop me if I
Adrianne Radford died early
The proposed budget calls for the didn't do what he said," Adrianne Saturday at Vanderbilt University bond in the Christian County Jail.
fire department to receive $6,000 to Radford said in a written statement Medical Center in Nashville, Tenn.
If Radford stands trial, he could
DANNY VOWELL. Kentucky New Era AP Photo
purchase a computer network sys- filed in Christian County District Police said she suffered a gunshot face the death penalty if convicted.
Fredrick Radford stands with public defender
tem to link its central station to Court.
wound to the left side of her face. In Kentucky, the death penalty is an IN COURT
Station 2 on 16th Street. The budget
Her complaint prompted the Turner was pronounced dead Friday option in cases where a defendant Rhonda Lause Monday during his video arraignment at the
also calls for the department to court to issue a domestic violence night at Jennie Stuart Medical commits multiple murders.
Christian County Jail in Hopkinsville, Ky. Radford is accused of
According to the arrest report.
receive $10,000 to go toward a new order against Fredrick Radford on Center.
fatally
shooting his wife, Adrianne Radford, and Mary Anne
training facility and $5,000 to pur- March 15. He was ordered to comRadford was holding the couple's Radford was an associate minister at
Turner
during revival church services at the Greater Oak
Church
in
Wesley
Chapel
CME
the
equipment.
All
2-year-old
son,
Fredrick
Radford
II,
chase additional fire
mit no further acts of violence
Missionary Baptist Church Friday, May 19.
Madisonville.
of these monies will come from the against his wife and not dispose any during the shooting.
general fund.
Scott's $08,000 request for four
additional firefighters was reduced
to $30,000 for the hiring of one
training officer/firefighter.
Murray Street Department: The
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ford Motor Co. selling sport utility vehicle. The tires have Bridgestone/Firestone Inc. severed its 95-year lems with the new batch of tires are as serious
street department is currently slated plans to replace 10 million to 13 million more been linked to at least 174 U.S. traffic deaths relationship with Ford. The relationship began as the defects in the tires recalled last year, the
to receive $12,500 in municipal aid Firestone tires on its vehicles in a campaign and more than 700 injuries.
when Harvey Firestone agreed to supply tires auto industry sources said Monday.
for an air compressor; $25,000 for a that could dwarf last summer's massive tire
Firestone's decision to stop supplying tires
Ford chief executive Jacques Nasser was to for Henry Ford's Model T but became strained
one-ton flatbed truck, also from recall, auto industry sources say.
announce the tire-replacement plan in amid reports that some Firestone tires could to Ford was the culmination of a bitter and
municipal aid funds; and $20,000 for
The sources said Ford officials are con- Dearborn, Mich., Tuesday afternoon after suddenly lose their tread. Such concerns unusually public dispute between the two
one additional employee. The cerned with the safety of Firestone's traveling to Washington to brief members of resulted in the recall last year of 6.5 million companies, each of which have blamed the
other's product for the tread separation probFirestone tires.
Wilderness AT tires, which are standard equip- Congress who investigated the tire recall.
But Ford officials don't believe the prob- lems.
Ford's decision comes a day after
•See Page 2
ment on the Ford Explorer, the world's best-

Victim detailed alleged threats before shooting

Ford to replace millions more Firestone tires
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Kids Count report: Kentucky improves

PoliceFireLogs

ment. The report's authors ranked Kentucky 36th 1990. Valerie Salley, who amasses Kentucky's
By The Associated Press
Murray Police Department
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-A national assess- among the 50 states and the District of Columbia, data for Kids Count, said low-birthweight babies
• Michael R Crass, age and address unknown, was arrested Saturday ment of child well-being shows Kentucky up from 40th a year ago.
were broadly distributed, not unique to poor and
for theft by unlawful taking over $300, He was released from the improving in most categories, sometimes by a
Kentucky was deemed to have made greater rural counties.
Calloway County Jail on $2.500 unsecured bond
She also said there were various possible reastrides than the nation as a whole in reducing four
greater rate than the nation as a whole.
• Cory M. Duncan, 906 Broad St.. was arrested Friday on a bench
The state, like the rest of the country, lost undesirable rates: teen births, teens out of school sons, including advances in medical technology
warrant. He was released from the Calloway County Jail on $500 cash.
ground in two categories. There were more low- and out of work, children in poverty and children that save some premature babies at birth.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
In addition, increased use of fertility treatbirthweight babies, often associated with risky whose parents lack full-time jobs.
• Bedford B. Wilson, 75, 1492 Highway 94 W., was transported to the habits like smoking while pregnant, and more
In four other categories, the state improved but ments has led to a higher number of multiple
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Friday after he was hit by a 2000 families headed by a single parent, a phenomenon at less than the national rate: infant mortality, births, which typically are of low-weight babies,
Nissan pickup truck belonging to Eddie Schwettman, no age given, 1310 also borne out by the 2000 census.
child death rate, teen deaths and high school she said. But "risk taking behavior"- smoking,
Doran Road. According to a sheriff's department report, Schwettman
poor nutrition, drug and alcohol use by pregnant
The annual assessment, Kids Count, rated dropouts.
parked the truck on a small rise of a gravel lane off Alexander Drive. The
The report said 8.1 percent of babies in 1998 women - always is a factor in Kentucky, she
states by trends from 1990 to 1998 in 10 catereport stated that Schwettman either forget to put the vehicle in park or it
gories considered pivotal in a child's develop- were of low birthweight, up from 7.1 percent in said.
slipped out of gear, causing it to roll backwards down the lane toward
Wilson, who was walking away from the truck. The truck then struck
Wilson at between five to 15 miles per hour, coming to a stop above him.
Wilson is listed in satisfactory condition at MCCH after having surgery for
a fractured right hip.
• Arron L. Woody, 19, 4812 Wadesboro Road, Benton, was arrested
Sunday on a bench warrant from Calloway County District Court for conPOWDERLY, Ky. (AP) - State legislative approval of a $100 million
tempt of court. He was released from the Calloway County Jail on $500
police believe a resident of the bond issue to finance Kentucky's
unsecured bond.
Tucker Trailer Court fatally stabbed a share of interstate highway construc• Freddie J. Stone, 36. 861 Redbud Road, Dexter. was arrested
neighbor Sunday night in self- tion funding.
Sunday for fourth-degree assault following an argument with his ex-wife.
As mayor, he oversaw purchase
defense.
According to a sheriff's department report, Stone pushed his ex-wife
Michael Baughn, 21, of Powderly, of the city's gas and water systems,
down, injuring her back. When Ms. Stone got into her vehicle and
was stabbed after he allegedly went development of the city park and
attempted to leave, Mr. Stone smashed the back window of the vehicle
to a resident's home and picked a swimming pool, construction of a
with his hand. Mr. Stone's son was in the back seat and was hit by flying
fight at 6 p.m. CDT, said Trooper water filtration plant and the beginglass. Mr. Stone was released from the Calloway County Jail on $500
Bryan Pitney, spokesman for the ning of garbage collection service,
surety bond.
in among other things.
Kentucky
State
Police
• Two local men were arrested Saturday following an exchange in
Madisonville.
which shots were fired. According to a sheriff's department report,
FORT MITCHELL, Ky. (AP) Pitney said the victim had been
Nathan B. Henry Sr., 39, 720 1/2 Sycamore St., went to the residence of
Police say the skeleton of an infant
drinking.
Freeman C. Edmaiston, 70. 1320 Thurman Road, armed with a .380-calThe name of the resident who that was found in a storage space
allegedly stabbed the victim has not beneath a house's outdoor patio
iber handgun. Edmaiston and Henry then became involved in a dispute.
been released pending further inves- probably had been there at least five
As Henry attempted to leave the area in his vehicle, Edmaiston fired a
to ten years.
tigation, Pitney said.
shot from a .12-gauge shotgun in the vehicle's direction. Henry then fired
Sergeant Tom Loos says anyone
three shots at the residence, with one striking it near the door. Both men
RAINTSVILLE, Ky. (AP)- John could have put the body there
were charged with first-degree wanton endangerment, and both were
B. "J.B." Wells Jr., a former mayor of because the storage area is easily
released from the Calloway County Jail on two $2,500 surety bonds.
Raintsville and commissioner of rural accessible from outside but seldom
• Jimmy C. Edwards, 38, 845 Cherokee Trail, was arrested Saturday
roads
under former Gov. Albert B. used by the homeowners.
on a charge of fourth-degree assault following an altercation with his
"Happy" Chandler, died Sunday in
Loos says the couple who have
$500
surethe
County
Jail
on
released
from
Calloway
wife. Edwards was
BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times Photo
lived in the home for ten years Lexington. He was 86.
ty bond.
IF AT FIRST ... Lindsay Ellison muffs while charging a
Wells was elected mayor in 1939 Glenn and Becky Moller - have
• John R. Williams, 39. 6381 U.S. Highway 641 S., was arrested
grounder during practice Sunday afternoon at the Murray
and re-elected six times. He been cleared of any suspicion.
Sunday on a bench warrant from Calloway County District Court as a
Loos says police are asking peoresigned in 1955, the year Chandler
Calloway County Park Chestnut Street field. She and others
fugitive from justice. He was released from the Calloway County Jail on
ple
living in the area if they knew of a
won
the
governorship
for
the
second
were practicing their fielding for the upcoming summer
$500 cash.
pregnant woman living close to that
time.
recreational league softball team.
Murray Fire Department
As rural roads commissioner, location who didn't end up with a
• One truck and two firefighters assisted emergency medical service
Wells was instrumental in winning child.
personnel with an automobile accident near Beat Farmer Road and
Alexander Drive. (See sheriff's department report for additional details.)
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• Two trucks and six firemen, along with two boats, were called to Pine
Bluff Saturday for a water rescue. Four people in a boat were hung on a
sandbar in Kentucky Lake. Firefighters rescued the people, but were
be used for the city's curbside city's budget. Another big ticket
From Page 1
Boil Water Notice
unable to gQt the boat off the sandbar.
garbage pickup program.
item, $75,000 for the water replace- Information gathered from reports, logs and citations • A boil water advisory has been
Transfer Station: The transfer ment program, is also slated to
department's only request that was
from respective agencies. announced for customers of Cool
not funded was $18,000 for a new schedule had all of its budget receive funding.

KentuckyBriefs

• Percentage ...

Town

Water Works in Hamlin. The
advisory will remain in affect until
further notice.

Subscribe!
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Arthritis Pain
Mystery Solved
KENTUCKY LOTTERY

Horse Liniment is the secret!
OCALA. FL. -- An ingredient used to
treat inflammation in thoroughbred racehorse legs,is now recognized as safe and
effective for human use. The ingredient
has been formulated into a product called
ARTH-Rx'and comes in a strength designed for humans. Researchers are excited and say the formula can relieve
arthritis pain for millions.
Developed by the Phillips Gulf Corporation, ARTH-Rx is a breakthrough in the
treatment of painful disorders ranging from
minor aches and pains to more serious conditions such as arthritis, bursitis, rheumatism, tendonitis, backache and more.
Scientists suggest that ARTH-Rx works
by intercepting the pain messenger substance that sends pain signals to the
brain. Although the mechanism is not
totally clear, pain is relieved in the affected area because the pain signal actually disappears.
ARTH-Rx is the only product on the
market with Neurocaine and is available in
a convenient, pleasant scented roll-on applicator without a prescription. According to a spokesperson for the company,
ARTH-Rx is available in pharmacies, nutrition stores, and even some feed stores.
ARTH-Rx can also be ordered by calling I 800-729-8446. C 2000 PGC
ARTH-Rx is available at.
WALTERSPHARMACY
604S. 12th St,• 753-7688
Or at your local
RITE
AID

Sponsored By:
MIDDAY
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5-2-7

Pick 4:
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EVENING
Pick 3:
9-5-5
Pick 4:
4-3-3-4

pickup truck.
Murray Sanitation Department:
The
sanitation
department's
$120,000 request for a new garbage
truck has been delayed until the next
fiscal year. Leet said the delay will
occur because garbage trucks are
usually purchased on a three-year
cycle. This year will only mark two
years since the last truck was purchased.
The department is slated to
receive $30,000; $10.000 more than
it had originally requested. for additional two- and three-cubic yard
containers. It is also slated to receive
$100,000 for a new hoist truck and
$125,000 to purchase 2,500 additional curbside containers that will

neatt Sag

requests approved in the preliminary
budget. Those requests were
$176,000 for a veegum pit; $45,000
for landfill closure maintenance;
$41.600 for methane gas flares; and
$20.950 for a bushhog and tractor.
Murray Department of Planning
and Engineering: A $22,000
request by Butch Seargent, director
of planning and engineering, for an
additional employee was not funded
in the proposed budget.
The department's other requests,
which include $40,000 for the city's
GIS mapping program; $20,000 for
the vehicle engineering department;
and $7,500 for a surveying instrument. were approved.
Central Garage: The central
garage is currently budgeted to
receive $10,000 for a vehicle repair
lift.
Water and Sewer Systems: A
$550,000 request fOr a 15-inch gravity sewer line from Bailey Road to
Highway 641 is currently in the
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Store Consolidation Inventory Reduction Sale
We Are Consolidating Stores For Your Shopping Convenience

$250,000 In Inventory Must Gco
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Seven-thousand five-hundred
dollars has been budgeted to go
toward a project to connect Andrus
Drive to C.C. Lowry Drive. The systems' are also slated to receive
$28,000 for a one-ton utility truck;
$25,000 for safety equipment;
$9,000 for flow measurement equipment; and $10,000 for automatic
samplers.
Requests for a lawn mower and
pickup truck were not approved.
Murray Natural Gas System: A
$350,000 request t or system
improvements has been included in

the proposed budget. A $10,000
request for a directional boring
machine upgrade and $28,000 for a
one-ton utility truck are also in the
current budget.
The natural gas system is also
slated to receive $7,500 to put
toward to Andrus Drive/C.C. Lowry

Drive project.
A request for an additional oneton utility truck was not funded in
the current budget.
Finance Department: The
finance department is slated to
receive $75,000 for utility billing
and operations programs; $25,000
for computer hardware upgrades;
and • $20,000 for an office associate/employee.
Park
and
Other Special
Appropriations: The MurrayCalloway County Parks Department
is slated to receive $92,700 from the

city. Leet said the county government usually budgets slightly more
than the city for park operations.
The transit authority and senior
citizens organization are both slated
to receive $3,090 each. The local
airport is down to receive $13,905 in
city funding.
Murray Main Street, which had
requested a funding boost from
$10,000 to $25,000, is slated to
receive $10.300.

• AC woes ...
From Page 1
While it has endured many repairs
over the years. Franklin said this is
the first time no one has been able to
fix it.
"We've had the system go out
many times over the years," Franklin
said. "Twenty-five years is a good,
long life for a system like this, so we
got six more years out of it than we
should have."
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Mrs. Mildred E. Lassiter

James(Jimmy)Thomas Sample
James (Jimmy) Thomas Sample, 78, formerly of Gilbertsville. died
Sunday, May 20, 2001, at William Beaumont Hospital in Michigan
His wife, Mrs. Faylene Vied Sample, one sister, Cornetta Sample, and
his parents, Sam Sample and Pearl Ford Sample, all preceded him in
death.
Survivors include four daughters, Ms. Judy Warren, Murray, Mrs.
Melva Phipps and husband, Mark, Hazel Park, Mich., Mrs. Diana Ross
and husband, Dan, Berkley, Mich., and Mrs. Deborah Mueller and husband, Bruce, Warren, Mich.; one son, Mike Sample and wife, Sharon,
Gainesville, Ga.; 13 grandchildren; five great-grandchildren; several
nieces, nephews, great-nieces, great-nephews, sisters-in-law and brothersin-law.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Ashley-Scott Funeral Home, Hazel Park, Mich.
Memorial contributions may be made to the American Cancer Society
or the Foundation for Autism Research.

Mrs. Mildred E. Lassiter, 89, St. Rt. 94 East, Murray, died Monday,
May 21, 2001, at 11 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Purdom Lassiter, died in 1978. One brother, Vernon Trevathan, also preceded her in death. Born Sept. 2, 1911, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of the late Elmus Trevathan and Ethel Luther Trevathan.
Mrs. Lassiter was a retired school teacher having taught for over 40
years with several local schools through the years. She was a member of
Eastwood Baptist Church.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Norma Harrell and husband, Bill,
Murray; three grandchildren, tim Harrell and wife, Pat, Schererville, Ind.,
Andy Harrell and wife, Bonnie, Santa Clara, Calif., and Dusty Harrell and
wife, Christy, Murray; nine great-grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Robert E. Hayden
Robert E. Hayden,60, Hazel, died Monday, May 21, 2001, at 8:10 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Preceding him in death were one great-granddaughter, Angelicia Ivon,
and his father, Harry Hayden. He was born Dec. 26, 1940.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Rita Tedo Hayden; four daughters,
Mrs. Cecelia Ivon and husband, James, Orchard Park, N.Y., Mrs. LouAnn
Booth and husband, William, West Valley, N.Y., and Mrs. Judith Heary
and husband, James, and Mrs. Deneen Garlock and husband, Robert, all of
Springville, N.Y.; two sons, William (Bill) Hayden, Hazel, and Christopher Hayden, Buffalo, N.Y.; his mother, Mrs. Rose Keller Hayden, New
York; two sisters, Mrs. Donna Scheuler and husband, Harry, Almo, and
Mrs. Joyce McCarthy and husband, Norbert, Springville, N.Y.; two brothers, Harry (Butch) Hayden and Roger Hayden and wife, Candy, all of
Springville, N.Y.; 14 grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be in charge of Weismantel Funeral Home,
Springville, N.Y.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is charge of local arrangements.

Caterpillars, cherry
trees emerge as lead
suspects in foal deaths

Mrs. Ruth Loujean Filbeck
Mrs. Ruth Loujean Filbeck, 80, Vanzora Road, Benton, died Monday,
May 21, 2001, at 6:30 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of Vanzora Baptist Church. Her parents were the
late Lonnie Jarvis and Letha Bohannon Jarvis.
Survivors include her husband, Roy Filbeck; one son, Roy Lee Filbeck
and wife, Brenda, Benton; two granddaughters, Lee Ann Adams, Fairdealing, and Sandra Morgan,Gob;four great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. James Hale will officiate. Burial will follow in Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to Vanzora Baptist Church Relay for Life Teams at the funeral home.

Miss Mary Jane Skinner
The funeral for Miss Mary Jane Skinner will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Murray-Calloway Funeral Home. The Rev. C.E. Timberlake
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Willie Kinel, Rodney Skinner, Clois Ray, Perry T.
Johnson, Stephen Reed and Tony Rutledge. Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
The wake will be at the funeral home from 7 to 8 p.m. tonight (Tuesday).
Miss Skinner, 58, Spruce Street, Murray, died Thursday. May 17,
2001, at 9:30 a.m. at her home.
She had worked in nursing for over 32 years at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. A graduate of Douglass High School, she was a member
and Sunday School teacher at St. John's Missionary Baptist Church.
Survivors include three sisters, Mrs. Ruth Williams, Paris, Tenn., Miss
Mattie Skinner, New Haven, Conn., and Mrs. Robbie Brandon and husband, Bobby, Knoxville, Tenn.; two brothers, Buster Skinner and wife,
Barbara, and Robert Skinner and wife, Virginia, brother-in-law, Fred
Johnson, and special friend, Kathryn Hudspeth, all of Murray; several
nieces, nephews, great-nieces, great-nephews, and cousins.

Athletes to visit
prisoners on
Memorial Day
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP)- Bill
Glass Ministries, an evangelistic
prison ministry, plans to have athletes visit prisoners in Kentucky. Illinois and Tennessee, said a church
organizer.
Rev. Gregory Waldrop, pastor of
St. Luke-Aldersgate United Methodist Church in Paducah, said the
visit is the first of its kind for the
ministries.
Former running back Lynn Cain,
wrestler Tully Blanchard, Tino
Wallenda of the famed "Flying
Wallenda" family and surfer and
musician Jack "Murf the Surf' Murphy are tentatively planned to visit
the prisons.
The - public is invited to hear
some of the athletes speak at Carson
Park at 3'to 8 p.m. CDT Friday and
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturday.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)-Caterpillars and cherry trees have become lead suspects in the rash of
foal deaths that's threatening Kentucky's most vital industry.
Researchers met Monday to discuss data gathered since the deaths
started mounting a month ago. A total of 528 dead foals have been delivered to the Gluck Equine Research Center in Lexington since
April 28, including 12 on Monday.
Steve Jackson, a horse nutrition
expert, said evidence presented at
the meeting does not support an
early theory that the deaths resulted
from a toxin in grass.
The researchers had sent samples
of grasses collected after May 5 to
labs around the country. But the results reviewed by scientists from the
University of Kentucky, Gluck and
the UK Livestock Disease Diagnostic Center, yielded negatives for the
major mycotoxins (including zearalonone, which preliminary tests
found last week), ergot alkaloids,
and endophytic fungi that grow in
grasses such as fescue.
The scientists have shifted their
focus to the Eastern tent caterpillar,
also a scourge of fruit trees.
"The caterpillar just keeps crawling back into the equation," said
Jackson. "There's a lot of emphasis
on looking at that. The other things
have come up with dead ends."
But if the guilty party is the caterpillar, it likely has an accomplice.
Black or wild cherry trees, the
caterpillar's habitat and food of
choice, are known to be highly poisonous, Jackson said. The cherry
leaves can produce cyanide-like

compounds that turn can into the
poison in the caterpillar's gut.
"We have in fact observed in the
field a close correlation between the
presence of tent caterpillars and
cherry trees and the incidence of
problems," said Scott Smith, UK
college of agriculture dean. "The
other stuff is not adding up."
But the caterpillar theory also
has holes.
"We don't really understand how
the toxins might accumulate in the
caterpillar, if they do, and end up in
the horse, if they do," Smith said.
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Explanation of
benefits available
PADUCAH, Ky.-Detailed ex planations of the full range of benefits available to disabled veterans
and their families will be presented
at an upcoming Disabled American
Veterans (DAV) Mobile Service
Office visit.
Like all services provided by the
nonprofit DAV, there will be no
charge for this on-site counseling
an claim filing assistance, which
will be hosted by Miles Meredith
Chapter No. 7.
It will be presented June 4 at the
chapter home at 1133 Murray Ave.
in Paducah from 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
A highly trained National Service Officer from the DAV's Louisville office will meet with veterans
personally.
"This veterans' benefits expert
offers you the best counseling and
claim filing assistance you and your
family can get," DAV National Adjutant Arthur H. Wilson said in a
letter inviting local veterans and
their families to visit the Mobile
Service Office.
That's important, Wilson added,
because, "So many disabled veterans feel confused about benefits and
services they've earned. There's so
much to know ... and so many
changes from one year to the next."
Veterans and members of their
families need not be DAV or DAV
Auxiliary members to take advan-

Virtually Undetectable Hearing Aids
Ultra-CIC
Virtually invisible, the Ultra-CIC
from Qualitone is an entirely
new type of hearing aid. The
advantages are obvious:
'Excellent high frequency response
*Amplifies sound deep in the e,r
Canal

Completely-In-The-Canal *Less wind noise
*Nearly invisible

• 30 DAY TRIAL • FEEE HEARING TEST

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION CENTER
210 South 12th • Murray, KY

HERBALIFE INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTOR

Stock Market
Report
Pnces as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Dow Jones led.,kg -11292AI-45.32
Air Products
45.96 - 0.03
AOL Time Warner .57.51 + 0.91
AT&T
21.36 - 0.55
Bell South
41.73 - 0.22
Briggs & Stratton
44.95 + 0.70
Bristol Myers Squibb 55.50 + 0.21
Caterpillar
55.80+ 0.10
Daimler Chrysler .....,...49.12- 0.93
Dean Foods
40.56 - 0.01
Exxon-Mobil
88.56 - 0.19
Ford Motor
25.98 - 0.67
General Electric
52.47 - 0.93
General Motors
55.87 - 0.23
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 34.40. 1.40
Goodrich
43.99 + 0.58
Goodyear
29.00 + 0.76
HopFed Bank*
12.33 B 12.49 A
IBM
119.25 + 0.21
Ingersoll Rand
49.74. 0.06
Intel
29.86 - 0.04
Kroger
.24.05 + 0.05
Lucent Tech
9.97 + 0.07
Mattel
16.45 + 0.04
McDonalds
-30.54 + 0.68
Merck
75.99 - 1.41
Microsoft
69.63 + 0.84
J.C. Penney
22.20 - 0.29
Pfizer, Inc.
43.95 - 0.81
Quaker Oats
94.56 - 034
Schering-Plough - 40.80 - 0.82
Sears
42.71 + 1.36
Texaco
71.98 - 0.38
Union Planters
39.99 + 0.11
US Bancorp
11.96 + 0.06
UST
28.76. 0.41
Wal-Mart
.53.16 - 0.04
Worldcom Inc.
17.82 + 0.27
•Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
unc - price unchanged
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Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request
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Going to the

731-247-3337

We hope everything goes
perfectly. Nobody likes
surprises in the hospital. And
when you go home, you
won't want any surprises
there, either
So just say,

MO% Natural, Doctor Recommended, Money Back Guarantee
For Products www.health-e-me.net
or
Business Opportunity www.moneymakerdot.com

One for Mom,
One for Me.

CELLTOUCH,inc.

1000

Veroterivoredess

"Holland
Medical

Nights & Weekends
Included for the

Dixieland Shopping Center
i Behind Hardees on Chestnut St 1

767-9111
Call us to compare!

length of the
contract!

Hook up your home phone service/
No contract,
No credit check,
No deposit!

$39.95 plus tax

When you need home hospital equipment,
like beds or wheelchairs, or breathing aids
like nebulizers or oxygen...
just say,

Some restrictions may apply Cellular service sublect to credit check and approval
Fee will be charged for early termination of contract. Other restnctions may apply Expires 5/31101.

And while you're
here fake advantage
of our fitness &
recreation facilities.
An exercise facility,
indoor heated pool,
whirlpool and sauna
are all available for
our guests.

"Holland:"

MURRAY
120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray • KY 42071
270.753-1465
Toll Free:1.800.227.4125

PADUCAH
1914 Broadway
Paducah • KY 42001
270-442.6311
Toll Free: l.8002234947

You'll set the finest equipment backed by

skilled pharmacists, technicians, therapists
and claims specialists.
Don't be surprised.
Just say.

"Holland:"

Ask us about accepting
Medicare assignment

Holland Medical Equipment

.Sarne day dry-cleaning &
handicap accessible rooms available.

Now Open & Taking Reservations
1504 N. 12fh Street Murray, KY 42071

4
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hospital?

JERRY W.AND MICHELLE JONES
740 HWY.140 W •PURYEAR,TN 38251

Stay with ti;

HOTEL,' SUITES

Chg

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

CALL (270)753-8055
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tage of this free DAV service. They
should bring their Department of
Veterans Affairs (VA) claim number and Social Security number and
any other pertinent documentation
to the DAV Mobile Service Office
location.

759-4449
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Main Street

(PLANArioNS
HERE, LET's PuT THESE E)
IN 'NAT cAtslmsTE72 OF WITHHELD DOCUMENTS...

By CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
Ledger Columnist

Birth, deaf'
all `naturci
events'
cles about prtred childbirth
and began tallg to each other
about their exriences," says
Elisabeth Binco-founder of
Lamaze Interional in 1960.
"Word of )uth started the
natural childth movement,"
says Marjie I-haway, co-director of the Amcan Academy of
Husband-Cod Childbirth
and an activisnd childbirth
coach for 36 iirs: "I'm seeing
this begin to bpen in end-oflife care too,le reports,"as
families tell sies about the
good deaths ty experienced
through hosp care. This storytelling needs continue."
Some expc believe that
Baby Boome:— with their
penchant for :ial p rotest and
willingness toeak out— may
have a huge Oct on end-oflife care as th approach retireBy LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON
ment age. Anhe wisdom
AP Writer
gained throughe changes in
childbirth pre may provide
valuable guidosts for action.
McCartne)elieves that a
focus on the iticipant, flexibilAnother favors two local landowners, Georges
guidebook said.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Georgetown had
ity in care anamily involveboth.
Georgetown became known for "the
been a thriving Potomac River port for a halfGeorgetown citizens supported the American
Washington party." presided over by famous
ment would [valuable addicentury when the federal government swept it
into the new District of Columbia.
Revolution. And location and politics eventually
hostesses and attracting Senators, Cabinet memtions to the dg process.
bers, ambassadors and the occasional president.
This
month,
Georgetown
celebrates
its
250th
brought
the
new
federal
capital
to
the
Potomac.
"When pete give birth,"
origiOne future president and first lady, Sen. John
anniversary,with
its
spirit
and
many
of
its
Pierre
L'Enfant,
the
French
military
engineershe explains,ou focus on the
nal red-brick houses intact.
turned city planner, laid out the slashing avenues F. Kennedy and his wife, Jacqueline, lived in a
person. not ole technology
of the new city in the early 1790s after establish- red-brick federal house on N Street before movBut it's now a prosperous city neighborhood,
around them.)u involve the
ing to the White House. As president-elect,
ing himself at a Georgetown inn..
no longer an independent river village.
family with iris-on care. and
Kennedy announced appointments to the
The French and Indian War was in the offing
Although work on the new capital went on
from its front steps.
in
May
1751
when
for
the
rest
of
the
decade.
Georgetown
was
the
Cabinet
flexible
Georgetown
was
chartered
processese
the
The
neighborhood's
most famous institution
by
the
Maryland
legislature.
nearest
established
community
when
John
and
for
special
all,
enough to
University,
founded in 1789 on a
of
navigaAbigail
Adams
moved
into
the
White
House
in
is
Georgetown
The
town
was
at
the
highest
point
rils
that
make
this
requests or
bluff overlooking the river.
tion on the Potomac. It was the place where the
the tall of 1800.
more pleasanr meaningful for river
One of its most interesting houses is Tudor
But he president's wife was decidedly unimbroadens after boiling through the rocks
the mother-to and her famiPlace, completed in 1816. The original owners
and rapids of Great Falls not far upstream. It
pressed with Georgetown.
ly."
was a tobacco and grain port and a portal to the
"It is the very dirtyest hole I ever saw," she
were Thomas Peters and his wife, Martha
Custis, a granddaughter of Martha Washington.
vast wilderness of the American interior.
wrote a friend.
Birthing eches have found
She made Tudor Place a repository of
"Georgetown is where the men of the 18th
The new city slowly eclipsed the old. In the
that the samelaxation techWashington family memorabilia. Generations of
century,
if
they
further
at
all,
early
1870s.
Georgetown
was
officially
folded
ventured
any
niques that w( during labor
continued a long descendants lived in the house until it was
changed
into
buckskin,"
wrote
naturalist
Louis
J.
into
the
city
of
Washington
and
also help dynpatients. and
opened to the public in 1988.
Halle Jr.
decline.
that playing 'Thing music
In 1711, a Swiss baron, Christophle De
Georgetown was rediscovered in the 1930s
Francis Scott Key was a Georgetown resident
calms people ar death just like Graffenreid, founder of the New Bern colony in
when he wrote the words to "The Star Spangled
when the bright young men and women of
it soothes mars-to-he in the
Banner" in 1814.
North Carolina, spotted the site's potential, notFranklin D. Roosevelt's administration poured
ing
that
the
into
and
were
smitten
the
neighThere's another songwriter buried in
largest
oceangoing
vessel
could
Washington
by
delily.
midst of
Georgetown's
Oak Hill Cemetery.
anchor
there.
borhood's
leafy
streets
and
period
houses.
birth
part
of
With famil a
Payne, author of"Home Sweet
"I
believe
there
are
dormers
and
inviting
John
Howard
scarcely
any
places
in
the
"Gabled
roofs,
tiny
tomes
more
and death, it
Home," died far from home while serving as
world more beautiful and better situated," the
doorways with brass knockers are reminders of
apparent that ,th processes are
baron wrote.
the past," the writers of a 1942 guidebook noted. .U.S counsel in Tunisia in North Africa.
natural and nfearsome "When
Thirty years after his death, Payne was reinBritish Gen. Edward Braddock passed
In recent years, the guidebook said, "the
the family gothrough birth
through in 1755 on his way to fight the French
terred in Georgetown as the U.S. Marine Band
smaller homes have been bought by artists,
played "Home Sweet Home."
and found an outpost of civilization. "The men
newspapermen, moderately well-to-do governand death toger, they realize
are very large and gallant and the women the
ment employees and others who appreciated the
how importaihose processes
EDITOR'S NOTE—Lawrence L. Knutson has
most beautiful that my eyes have ever looked
charm that lay beneath dilapidation."
are to them a family.
covered the White House, Congress and
at," the enthusiastic general wrote.
Wealthier people bought the mansions,"and
Participating the birth helps
Washington
history for more than 30 years.
The origins of the town's name are still
with them returned the brilliant social life for
them welcoin new family
debated. One camp holds for King George II.
which Georgetown once was famous," the
member, whiaipporting someone who is dg helps them say
good-bye."
For more Ormation on the
Last Acts Coiion, visit their
NEW YORK (AP)
Retired Yugoslavia's Serbian forces in Cohen,reveals in the 479-page book
websitc at wthistasilsEg.
Gen.
Wesley
Clark
says
in
a new Kosovo, the Pentagon rejected that President Clinton was not only a
Letters must be
book that the Pentagon repeatedly Clark's request that American capable leader but was prepared to
hampered military planning during artillery, missile and helicopter use ground troops — something the
brief(100 words)
Other recent end-of-life information and articles inde the following:
NATO's war with Yugoslavia and rocket attacks be carried out from Pentagon vehemently opposed.
•A study in the Journal of the American Medical Soty reports that too
and
not
of
a
"thank
discouraged steps that might have the Albanian side of the border.
Cohen, fearful of Clark rallying
many nursing home residents experience persistent vere pain and do
made the fighting unnecessary.
"There was giant gesistance from support for a land offensive, tried to
not receive adequate palliative care. This is the firsational study that
you" nature. Send
Clark wrote that the Pentagon the Pentagon to deepening the com- deter the general from going to
examines pain management among this vulnerable pdation. To read the
opposed his March 1998 proposal to mitment to the Balkans," Clark told Washington for a NATO summit
3
"611T/Tir
article go to http://jama.ama-assn.org/issues/v285n1611/ilt0421
letters to P.O. Box
warn then-Yugoslavia President the Times.
gathering, according to the book.
• An article in The New England Journal of Medie discusses racial
Slobodan
Milosevic that NATO
He also said the Balkans had not
editorial,
visit
disparities in U.S. healthcare. To read the I
"Waging Modern War" also
1040, Murray, Ky.
would intervene if he cracked down figured in "the Pentagon view of its
htto://www nejm.org/content/2001/0344/0019/1471.as
offers a glimpse of Clark's issuing
on the Albanian population in national military strategy, which is
•A new book by Carla Wills-Brandon, PhD., examii the phenomenon
42071. Please
order to avoid aircraft
Kosovo, The New York Times report- prepared to fight in the Persian Gulf of a secret
of a dying person experiencing the vision of a deceaseelative or religious
losses,
and
that
the Joint Chiefs in
ed Monday.
and Korea, and that short of that, the
figure moments before death. The book is entitled "C)Last Hug Before I
include
name,
Washington
disallowed
some petroAfter the fighting began a year maximum amount should be spent
Go." The author's website provides mor information at
and electrical power
leum
storage
later,
the
Pentagon
was
on
the
procurement
account."
slow
to
htlp.www.carla/wills/brandon.net.
address and
approve some of the targets and
Clark's memoir gives his account plants as targets because the
• Dale Bell and Harry Wiland, executive producerl a PBS broadcast
letters,
poems,
vios,
of
the planning and conduct of the Pentagon wanted to be able to bomb
resisted planning for a possible
on end-of-life topics are looking for clips of home
telephone number
them later in case Serbs attacked
photos, art work, recordings and/or music on all aspeof end-of-life careground war, according to Clark's 77-day war.
giving. For more information contact Wiland-Bell Prcctions, do Culver
Clark, whose tour was cut short American peacekeepers in Kosovo
book,"Waging Modern War."
with
the
letter.
Studios, 9336 W. Washington Blvd., Bldg. L, Culver C CA 90232.
In the final weeks of the war, as after less than three years by then- or other NATO forces, according to
ethnic Albanian rebels fought Secretary of Defense William the Times.

We have forgotten that birth
and death are
natural events."
declared
Marion
McCartney,
director of professional services for the
American College of NurseMidwives and a midwife since
1973.
McCartney's statement is the
provocative beginning of an article in the Spring 2001 newsletter of the Last Acts Coalition, a
call-to-action campaign to
improve end of life care.
"Lessons From the Natural
Childbirth Movement,- the article by Sandra Beckwith. goes on
to say that after 40 years of pioneering to improve childbirth,
advocates have concluded that
birth and death should allow
those involved — whether it's a
wonian in labor or a person on
his or her deathbed — to have
more control over the experience and to have family members more a part of the process.
"Childbirth in the U. S.
became medicalized in the
1940s and 1950s, when the
process moved out of homes and
into hospitals," the article contends.
Once that move was made,
"instead of receiving assistance
from midwives or other women,
physicians anesthetized mothersto-be in order to deliver their
babies," it goes on.
Today, the childbirth process
has changed dramatically from
the days when women were
drugged. Couples play an active
role in preparing for and participating in the birthing process.
Hospitals provide a range of settings in which the baby can be
delivered, including birthing
rooms with all the comforts of
home.
The birthing revolution
began with consumer awareness
and activism. Marjorie Karmel's
groundbreaking book on the
now-common Lamaze Method
of childbirth was widely read by
women after it appeared in
1957.
-Women said they didn't
want to be tied down in labor.
They wanted to be treated with
respect. And they started making
their wishes known after they
read books and magazine arti-
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Dr. Mary Lou Yeatts, principal at Southwest Calloway Elementary School, will be honored at a retirement reception
on Thursday from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. at the school. The public is invited.
The principal is retiring after four years of service to take
a teaching position at Murray State University.
"Dr. Yeatts has been a wonderful principal for the children
and their parents and the teachers and we want to honor her
on this special occasion," said a member of the Southwest
Unit of Parent-Teacher Association, sponsor of the event.

CCMS Council will meet
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making
Council will have a special called meeting Thursday at 4 p.m.
in the school media center. Personnel will be the agenda topic.

WIN HONORS...MarTeze Hammonds, left, and Lauren Hines
of Murray High School Chapter of Future Business Leaders of America won honors at the state leadership conference in Louisville.

Advisory Council will meet

Murray High FBLA
attends conference

Advisory Council for Community Education will meet Wednesday at 8:30 a.m. at Murray Board of Education, west conference
room. Members are asked to call Jean at 753-4363 if you cannot attend.

Anne Paul and Matthew Aydt

4-H Dairy Club will meet
4-H Dairy Club will meet Wednesday and Thursday from 5 to
6 p.m. at West Kentucky Expo Center to discuss the 4-H Dairy
Judging state contest and 4-H Non-ownership Program for Dairy
Cattle. If youth are interested in either program it is important
to attend one of the sessions.

Collections due Wednesday
Calloway County 4-H Horse Club had a Trail ride for St.
Jude's Children's Cancer Hospital May 12. All donations are to
be collected and turned in by Wednesday to Joe Geurin, Horse
club leader, or to the Calloway County Extension office.

Special meeting Wednesday
Calloway County 4-H Horse Judging team and Hippology Team
will meet at 3:30 p.m. at West Kentucky Expo Center . For more
information call the Extension office at 753-1452.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council
will meet Wednesday from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in room 209.

Almo Class of 1951 plans reunion
Almo High School Class of 1951 will have its 50-year reunion
on June 23 at Murray State University Curris Center. Invitations
have been sent. Any one who did not receive an invitation or
for information call Theda Farris at 759-1987.

Paul-Aydt wedding
scheduled June 30
John and Karen Paul of Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Anne Michelle Paul, to Matthew
James Aydt, son of Marge Aydt and the late Vic Aydt of Ridgeway, Ill.
Miss Paul is the granddaughter of Wallie and Doris Conrad of
Dallas, Texas, and of Anne Paul and the late John Paul of Bethel
Park, Pa.
Mr. Aydt is the grandson of the late Mathias and Eleanor Newmann and the late Victor and Florence Aydt, all of Ridgeway, Ill.
The bride-elect is a 1998 graduate of the school of nursing of
Murray State University. She is employed by Summit Medical Center Surgical Intensive Care Unit, Nashville, Tenn.
The groom-elect is a 1996 graduate of the school of nursing of
Murray State University. He is currently attending Middle Tenna'see School of Anesthesia, and will graduate in November 2001.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, June 30,2001, in Nashville,
Tenn.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This for all
parents who have lost a child through death. For information call
Hilda Bennett at 498-8324 or Kerry Lambert, MCCH chaplain,
at 762-1274.

a submitted resume and cover
letter, a 100 question objective
test covering business applications
and FBLA information and a 15minute interview. MarTeze will
now advance to national competition in Orlando, Fla., June 29
to July 2.
Amy McDowell, adviser, said
"this 'is a very prestigious honor
for MarTeze and he will be an
excellent representative for MHS
and Kentucky FBLA. I am very
proud of all of our competitors."
Anyone wishing to make a
contribution to assist in covering the cost for MarTeze's trip
to Orlando for national competition may contact Amy McDowell at 753-5202.

Historical Society to meet
Jackson Purchase Historical
Society, will have its quarterly
meeting on Saturday at noon at
the Majestic House at Draffenville.
This meeting will focus on
the history and prospects of Kentucky Dam.
Leading the program will be
Mrs. Mary Hoover who grew up
in the area before the dam was
built. Both her husband, Wilson
Hoover. and her father. J.R. Gregory, worked on the project. She
will have photos and memories

BIRTHS

Magazine Club will meet
Murray Magazine Club will meet Thursday at 2 p.m. in the
home of the president, Rainey Apperson, 1511 Chaucer Dr. All
members are urged to attend.

Five members and one adviser of the Murray High School
Chapter of the Future Business
Leaders of America attended the
state leadership conference in
Louisville May 8-10.
Members participated in team
and individual competitions. Other
activities included dances, workshops, guest speakers, officers,
elections and the awards ceremony.
Lauren Owens, Blair Wagoner
and Whitney Alexander competed in events.
In addition Lauren Hines won
fifth place overall in Public Speaking I.
MarTeze Hammonds won first
place in Mr. Future .Business
Leader. This event consisted of

William Andrew English
Ben and Alyson English of Murray are the parents of a son,
William Andrew English, born on Saturday, April 21, 2001, at 7:37
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds eight ounces and measured 20
1/2 inches. The mother is the former Alyson McNutt.
Grandparents are Ron and Debby McNutt of Murray and Bob
and Mary English of Fairbanks, Alaska.
Great-grandparents are Ann Jackson of Paducah and Bill and
Evelyn English of Cape Girardeau, Mo.

of her childhood and the development of the lake.
The program will then move
to Kentucky Darn Village at about
2 p.m.; and then to the dam, led
by Mary Greer of the recreation
staff.
Reservations for the meal at
$10 each may be made with
William E. Wilson. P.O. Box 99.
Water Valley, KY 42085; or by
phone at 1-270-355-2880.
For information call 1-270-6536304.

Woman's Club will meet
Murray Woman's Club will have a salad supper Thursday at
6:30 p.m. at the club house. Donna Short, president of Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs, will install the new officers. Music
will be by the Chorus of the Music Department. Hostesses will
be Delta, Theta and Zeta Departments.

Fibromyalgia group will meet
Fibromyalgia Support Group will meet Wednesday at 10:30
a.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information call Marlane Newell at 753-0043.

Ian Dale Jett
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Jett of 100 Fox Meadows Dr., Murray. are
the parents of a son, Ian Dale Jett, born on Friday, May 11, 2001,
at 11:57 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds five ounces and measured 21
inches. The mother is the former Belinda Watkins. A brother is
Lee Mitchell Jett.
Grandparents are Phyllis Jett of Marion, Ill., Charles and Dottie Jett of Benton, Garth and Carole Watkins of Puryear,
and Agnes Nimmo of Hardin.

Diabetes Connection Wednesday

,.-itApp

Diabetes Connection will meet Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the
third floor classroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
information call Ann Ingle at 762-1490.

Jfeavenly 'Baskets

Lassiter reunion Saturday

•
PRlVAtRULN.)'

SPECIALIZING IN GIFT BASKETS
& BALLOON BOUQUETS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
You DREAM IT, WE THEME IT.
715B S. 12th St. ehind Vernon's Pawn Shop neat door to Debbie & Co.,

The Lassiter family reunion will be Saturday at 7 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade, Murray.

Outland reunion Sunday
.The Outland family reunion will be Sunday at the shelter in
Dover Park, Dover, Tenn. A potluck meal will be served at 12:30
p.m.

PREMIUM FRAGRANCED
CANDLES &
ROOM SPRAYS
available at...

Corn-Mtiri

759-2333
WE WILL GLADLY DELIVER

Downtown Murray

Rogers reunion June 2
The annual Rogers reunion will be June 2 from 11 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Lynn Grove United Methodist Church, located off Highway 94 West on Highway 893 North. A potluck meal will be
served at noon. For information call 435-4392, 753-5364 or 7593656.

t
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. • "•
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4-H Judging Team will meet
4-H Livestock Judging Team will meet May 22 and 30 and
June 6 from 3:30 to 5 p.m. at West Kentucky Expo Center. On
May 22 the team will be looking- at beef cattle and filling out
important forms for the state contest June 25 to 27. If any youth
is interested the May 22nd meeting is a must

A
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Derby race exceeds
Parker's expectations
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
When Matthew Parker agreed
to fill the Parker Ford entry in last
year's inaugural Soap Box Derby,
the then-10-year-old expected
nothing more than a thrill ride
down 16th Street.
But what Parker received went
well beyond what he and his parents, David and Martha Parker,
ever dreamed of.
For winning the Stock division
of Murray's first-ever Soap Box
Derby, Parker was awarded a trip
to the annual All-American Soap
Box Derby in Akron, Ohio, where
he competed against 126 Stock
winners from around the world.
The week-long event, which
celebrated its 63rd anniversary
last summer, came complete with
a police escort, a parade, a camp
and, of course, the Derby race.
"It all came as a big surprise to
us," said Martha Parker, "We
knew nothing about a trip to
Akron, or about the races they
have there. Matthew thought he
was just going to race down (16th
Street) a couple of times."
The July Derby welcomed 358
local champions from the Stock,
Super Stock and Masters divisions with a police escort to the
University of Akron — the
Derby's host. The event's opening
ceremonies included a Derby
band, introductions and an official
entry board, where each contestant signed in.
Following the ceremonies.
Parker and the rest of the Derby
champions were whisked away to
Derbytown, a camp which served
as their home for the duration of
Derby Week.
Parker was later reunited with
his racing car, which was shipped
to Akron from Murray. The cars
were weighed and thoroughly

READY, SET, GO...Matthew Parker prepares for his first race
during last year's first local Soap Box Derby competition,
which was held on 16th Street in Murray.
inspected for safety regulations
before they were allowed to enter
Derby competition.
The inspection process and
other preparations for the event
showed the Parkers the importance that many people place on
Soap Box Derby racing.
"We were amazed at how serious these people were about rac-

ing these cars," Martha noted.
"When Matthew raced in Murray,
we just thought it was a fun thing
to do. But it's a big deal (in
Akron).
"For some people, this is the
same thing as soccer or Little
Ueague baseball. There's a lot of
difference in the way we approach
the Derby and the way they

approach it," she added
Parents and families of the
Derby champs also had a busy
week, attending special entertainment programs and other special
events.
In the days just before Derby
competition, Parker got his first
look at Derby Downs, a 954-foot
racing traqk designed specifically
for the All-American Soap Box
Derby. There, he was afforded a
trial run to become familiar with
e track
ü
erby events included a track parade and the traditional Oil Can Trophy Race, in
which celebrities — mostly
NASCAR Winston Cup drivers
— competed in oversized Derby
cars.
During the actual race, Parker
squared off against two other racers in Round One of the singleelimination competition, which he
lost by just 1.6 seconds.
Despite being eliminated in the
opening round, Parker enjoyed
participating in the event. "It was
a lot of fun," he said.
For participating in the Derby.
Parker received several prizes,
which included a jacket, a watch,
an ink pen and a radio.
"Every child there was called a
champion, whether they won a
race or not," said Martha. "They
were really treated royally. It was
a neat experience for us."
Parker will try for another trip
to Akron — this time in the Super
Stock division — when local
competitors meet for the Murray's
second annual Soap Box Derby
June 2.
Even though he's trying for his
second trip to Akron, Parker is not
afraid to share his secrets with
other first-time racers.
"Stay low and steer straight,"
he said.

Bonds continues
home run tear
By The Associated Press
The San Francisco Giants aren't
exactly prospering from all the
home runs Barry Bonds keeps hitting.
Bonds tied a major league record
with his eighth homer in five games
and became the quickest player in
history to 23 homers in a season.
The
Arizona
Diamondbacks
shrugged it off, thanks to homers
from Greg Colbrunn and Reggie
Sanders along with Curt Schilling's
six-hitter to beat the Giants 4-2
Monday night.
It was San Francisco's fourth loss
during Bonds' five-game run.
The only victory came Saturday,
when he homered three times in a 63 win over the Atlanta Braves. The
next day, Bonds had two homers,
but the Braves combined for five
and beat the Giants 11-6.
Bonds' surge has impressed
everyone, but it hasn't intimidated
anyone.
"He's swinging the bat as well as
I've ever seen him," Schilling said
of Bonds. "He was 1-for-4, but the
two balls he hit when he flew out
just missed. They were real close."
Bonds' eighth homer in five days
equaled the mark set by Frank
Howard, who did it twice in 1968
with Washington. It also broke the
National League record held by Jim
Bottomley (1929), Johnny Bench
(1972) and Mike Schmidt (1979),
who each had seven in a five-game
stretch.
The seventh solo shot of his
home run beige also gave Bonds 23

homers in San Francisco's 44 games
this season. Mark McGwire was the
previous fastest, recording his 23rd
in St. Louis• 47th game during his
record-setting 70-homer season in
1998.
But Arizona won to take a halfgame lead over Los Angcles in the
NL West.
Colbrunn homered leading off
the second inning for a 1-0 edge.
Bonds tied it in the fourth, but the
Diamondbacks took a 3-1 lead on
Sanders' fifth-inning two-run shot.
"It's always good to get off to a
good start with our rivalry team and
put some runs on the scoreboard,
especially for Schilling," Sanders
said.
Also, it was Colorado 6, Los
Angeles 3; Atlanta 5, Florida 3; San
Diego 7, Houston 5; and New York
6, Montreal 3.
Rockies 6, Dodgers 3
Todd Walker hit a pair of two-run
doubles. Walker's first double highlighted a three-run first inning. He
doubled again in the eighth after
Larry Walker doubled and Todd
Helton reached on catcher Paul Lo
Duca's interference.
On Saturday, Walker's wife
Katie gave birth to their first child,
daughter Riley.
"There's really no correlation to
having a baby on Saturday and playing well tonight, but, yeah, it feels
great," Walker said.
Adrian Beltre had three hits and
scored all three Dodgers runs at
Coors Field,
Braves 5, Marlins 3

Hundreds of Drivers Needed
in May! No Problem!
No Experience?
• 14 Day CDL • SO Down Financing
• Lifetime Job Placement
Housing/Transportation
Included
•
For Training Call:
Experienced Drivers Call
Ask for
1-800-958-2353
1-888-645-8505
DH

BONDS CASHING IN...Barry Bonds hit his eighth home run in
the last five games on Monday night, but that wasn't enough
to help the Giants, who fell to Arizona 4-2.
Andruw Jones had two home
runs and four RBIs and Tom
Glavine scattered five hits over
seven innings at Miami.
Jones hit his 11th and 12th
home runs, the I I th multi-homer
game of his career, and helped the
Braves win for the fifth time in
seven games He hit a solo shot in

the first inning off Matt Clement
(2-4), then added a two-run shot in
the sixth. He also had an RBI single in the third.
Padres 7, Astros 6
Ryan Klesko hit two three-run
home runs and a triple and drove
in six runs. Klesko's six RBIs
pqualed his career high.

LEADING THE WAY...Kobe Bryant and the Los Angeles Lakers
took a commanding 2-0 series lead over San Antonio, downing the
Spurs 88-81 Monday night at the Alamodome.

Lakers take
command in
Western final
SAN AN I ONIO(AP)— So much So we just decided at that point to let
for the great playoff showdown it all go and just play this out from
between the past two NBA champi- that point on."
After that the Lakers' shots fell,
ons.
The Los Angeles Lakers are doing the Spurs' shots clanged off the rim.
"Sometimes it's a simple game,"
the same thing to mighty San Antonio
that they did to Portland and San Antonio coach Gregg Popovich
said. "It comes down to being able to
Sacramento.
In a game slowed to the pace the put the ball in the hole. We just could
Spurs love, with Shaquille O'Neal not get a shot to fall."
The Lakers, down by 14 points in
having a miserable offensive night
and Kobe Bryant a mere mortal, the the first half, overcame a career playLakers still won 88-81 Monday night. off-high 40 points by Tim Duncan,
That makes 17 victories in a row, thanks to strong contributions from
nine in the playoffs. It's the best post- their role players, especially Fisher,
season run since the Lakers went 11- who was 4-for-4 from 3-point range
0 in 1989 before being swept by and scored 16 points.
Bryant followed his 45-point perDetroit after Magic Johnson and
formance in Game 1 with 28 points,
Byron Scott were hurt.
"We're feeling real good about including a 3-pointer with 1:10 to
play that put Los Angeles ahead 85ourselves," Bryant said.
Los Angeles headed home with a 78 after San Antonio had.played far
2-0 lead in the Western Conference better than it had in the Lakers' 104finals and can make it a clean sweep 90 romp in Game I.
Duncan grabbed 15 rebounds for
into the finals with victories at the
Staples Center Friday night and the Spurs, while Antonio Daniels
added 24 points, a career playoff
Sunday.
Coach Phil Jackson wasn't around high. Both were perfect from the foul
to see the latest triumph. He was line — Daniels 12-for-12 and Duncan
thrown out after drawing two techni- 9-for-9.
But Duncan's twin tower, David
cals in a five-minute span in the third
quarter. His departure wound up Robinson, struggled though a foulplagued night trying to guard O'Neal.
being the turning point.
"In some ways that really took the Robinson. who drew his third and
chains off ourselves," Derek Fisher fourth fouls in a one-second span in
said."Our coach was gone and every- the third quarter, had seven points and
thing seemed to be going their way. nine rebounds in 27 minutes.

SEC gets record eight teams in NCAA
By The Associated Press
The road to the College World Series will be
cluttered with Southeastern Conference teams.
The SEC had a tournament-record eight teams
selected Monday by the NCAA's Division I college baseball committee. Defending champion
Louisiana State, Auburn, Florida, Georgia,
Mississippi, Mississippi State, South Carolina
and Tennessee are .all in this year's 64-team tournament, which starts Friday.
"It takes a lot of guts from the committee to do
that," Mississippi coach Mike Bianco said.
Next with five teams was the Big 12. with
Nebraska, looking to make its first trip to the
College World Series, Baylor, Oklahoma State,
Texas and Texas Tech.

"The committee has no limits on the number
of teams we can take from a conference," committee chairman Wally Groff said."We just want
to get the best teams in there."
Cal State-Fullerton, selected as the top seed for
the tournament, beat Southern California I 1 -5 for
the national championship when it was the No. 1
seed in 1995.
"In selecting the No. I seeds, we had 18 teams
on the board to choose from," Groff said. "We
discussed the merits of all the teams and put in
secret ballots to choose the top seeds."
Cal State-Fullerton (41-15) was .the top seed
despite Miami being ranked No. 1 in all three
national polls this week.The Titans swept a threegame series with the Hurricanes this season, and

Groff said Cal State-Fullerion's 27-11 non-conference record was the best in the country in
terms of winning percentage.
The Titans will play host to Temple. making its
first tournament appearance since 1984, on
Friday in the first round of the double-elimination
tournament that leads to the College World Series
in Omaha, Neb.
Texas Tech and Arizona State also will play in
the regional at Cal State-Fullerton, where the
Titans were 22-9 this season.
The other seeded teams are Miami (44-12),
Southern 'California (39-17), Stanford (42-14),
Tulane (50-10), Georgia (41-18), East Carolina
(44-11) and Nebraska (45-14).
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Sponsored

Haverstock and Suiter-e
Insurance Agency
Van Haverstock

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
Pct.
17 595
Philadelphia
25
Atlanta
22
23 489
Florida
20
23 465
New York
18
26 409
18
27 400
Montreal
Central Division
W
L Pct.
St Louis
25
17 595
Houston
24
19 558
Chicago
23
20 535
Milwaukee
23
20 535
Cincinnati
19
24 442
Pittsburgh
15
27 357
West Division
W
L Pct.
Arizona
24
20 545
Los Angeles
24
21
533
San Diego
23
21
523
San Francisco
23
21
523
Colorado
22
22 500

GB
—
4 1/2
5 1/2
8
8 1/2
GB
—
1 1/2
2 1/2
2 1/2
6 1/2
10
GB
—
1/2
1
1
2

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct.
Boston
25
18 581
New York
24
20 545
Toronto
23
21
523
Baltimore
20
24 455
12
Tampa Bay
31
279
Central Division
W
L Pct.
Minnesota
29
13 690
28
13 683
Cleveland
Detroit
20
21
488
17
Kansas City
27 386
14
28 333
Chicago

Seattle
Oakland
Anaheim
Texas

West Division
W
L
32
11
21
22
20
23
15
28

GB
—
1 1/2
2 1/2
5 1/2
13
GB
—
1/2
8 1/2
13
15

Pct. GB
744
—
11
488
465 12
349 17

SPORTS BRIEFS
'Breds baseball team to host camp series
The Murray State Thoroughbreds baseball team will host three baseball
camps in June, with all three camps to be held at MSU's Reagan Field. Each
camper will get a free T-shirt.
The first camp will be an all-skills camp, to be held June 11-13 from 8
a.m. to noon daily. The three-day camp is open to players from age 7 to
eighth grade, and the cost for the all-skills camp is $50 per player.
The second camp will be a pitcher-catcher camp, to be held June 21-22
from 9 a.m. to noon daily. This camp is also open to players from age 7 to
eighth grade, and the cost for the pitching camp is $40 per player.
The third camp will be a hitting camp, to be held June 25-26 from 9 a.m.
to noon daily. This camp is also open to players from age 7 to eighth grade,
and the cost for the hitting camp is $40 per player.
For more information on the Murray State baseball camps, call 762-4192
or 767-9527

Mutombo
trade still
hot topic
in Philly
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — The
debate about the Dikembe Mutombo
trade has continued to flourish in
this city, and people will continue to discuss it during the Eastern Conference finals.
Especially when they hear Milwaukee Bucks coach George Karl's
latest opinion.
"I
understand
(acquiring)
Mutombo and maybe they were
looking to the West," Karl said.
"That's (ticking) me off a little
that they were looking by the Eastern Conference and saying, 'We
can't beat Shag without Mutombo.'
I thought they were disrespecting
us."
There you have it, some sort
of a conference finals record for
fastest use of the term disrespect.
And to think poor Mr. Mutombo
was just starting to get over all
the trade talk, which has had a
remarkable shelf life in this city
considering the deal took place three
months ago.
"He can't help but think about
it. If we lost that game last night,
it would have been in bold print:
'The Trade,— Aaron McKie said.
The fact that the 76ers make a
risky move by acquiring Mutombo
is not in dispute. By giving up
Theo Ratliff, Toni Kukoc and Nair
Mohammed, the 76ers paid a steep
price for a center they hope will
lead them to the championship.
Mutombo, who at first was oblivious to all the trade debate in
Philadelphia, said the Sixers' vic-

Blue Jays
beat White
Sox 10-3

BUCK-LING DOWN...Sam Cassell(10)and the Milwaukee Bucks
are preparing to face the Philadelphia 76ers tonight in Game
1 of the NBA's Eastern Conference Finals.
tory in Game 7 against Toronto encounter their first dose of adveron Sunday was finally allowing sity in this series.
him to move toward feeling some
"I wish it would go away, but
sense of closure.
every day you pick up the paper
The fact remains, however, that or turn on the TV and you hear
the trade debate will be vocifer- about it," Allen Iverson said. "At
ously renewed the moment the 76ers some point it starts to get old.-

Incoming Calls.
Sign up right now with the SunCom Cities Plan and get unlimited incoming calls and 100
Anytime minutes all for just $35. And you can take advantage of this great offer whether you're in
your hometown or on the SunCom digital network in one of the over 250 SunCom Cities, from the

A MEMBER OF THE AT&T WIRELESS NETWORK
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unCom SiP.1(y yokrs

1 800-SUNCOM1 • WWW.SUNCOM1.COM

AT&T

SunCom Store:
Paducah

Also available at:

Murray

3420 Park Avenue
310 N. 12th Street
(across from Park Ave. Chrysler) 270-762-9990
270-444-0104

ABC Digital Communications
(next to Kountry Kastle)
270-442-7979

Cell Tech

Cellular Accessory
Connection
Ledbetter
270-898-7379

0
CIRCUIT CITY.

(in Kentucky Oaks Mall)
270-575-5444

02001 SunCom. Requires credit approval, activation fee, annual contract, a cancellation fee of S12.50 for each month remaining in commitment and a Digital multi-network phone. Not available
in all areas. Rates do not apply to credit card calls. Airtime for each call is rounded up to the next full minute. Monthly included minutes cannot be carried over to any other month and must be
used in the SunCom Cities Coverage Area. Roaming and long distance charges apply outside of this area. Additional minute charges, other restrictions, charges, surcharges and taxes apply. Coverage
available in roost areas. Subject to Welcome to SunCom. Terms and Conditions and rate plan brochures. May not be available with other offers. Nokia 5165 offer available until lune 30, 2001.
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Magic
second
at Bash

Mud Dogs
second in
Evansville

Leave your phone on, give out your number and talk all you want.

Gulf Coast to the Great Lakes. Plus, when you sign up you'll get a free Nokia 5165
handset! What could be simpler than that? SunCom. Simply yours.

TORONTO (AP) — When the
Toronto Blue Jays celebrated a
Canadian holiday, the Chicago
White Sox showed up with gifts.
"It's my birthday. I was throwing presents up there, and they
kept hitting them," said Chicago
starter Rocky Biddle, who turned
25.
Tony Batista hit a three-run
homer as the Blue Jays sent the
White Sox to their season-high
seventh straight loss, 10-3, Monday. Chicago is now 14-28, its worst
start since 1978 when the Sox
went 13-28 to begin the season.
"When our pitchers do well,
our hitters are bad," Biddle said.
"When our hitters do good, our
pitchers are bad."
Monday was originally an off
day for the two teams, but since
it was Victoria Day in Canada,
the Blue Jays asked the White
Sox to switch the off day to Tuesday. They will resume their series
on Wednesday.
It was the only American League
game played Monday.
Biddle (1-4) lost his fourth
straight decision, allowing seven
runs on seven hits in three innings.
Ray Durham, Paul Konerko and
Jeff Liefer homered for the White
Sox, who have baseball's worst
road record (5-161.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MILLINGTON, Tenn. — The
Murray Magic finished second in
the USSSA Bash at the Base youth
baseball tournament this weekend
at the Naval Air Station.
The Magic saw their 2-0 lead
disappear in the last inning of the
championship game, as the local
13-under team fell 3-2 to the
Bartlett (Tenn.) Panthers.
Seth Asher tossed 5 1-3 strong
innings, allowing no earned runs.
The crucial Panther runs came on
miscues in the sixth inning.
Murray went 2-1 in preliminary play to advance to the medal
round, beating the Jackson (Tenn.)
Jaguars 4-1 and Team Pepsi from
Memphis, Tenn. 5-4. The Magic
also fell to the Bartlett team 5-1
in the preliminaries.
Austin McCuiston earned a pair
of wins on the mound in the preliminary games, one in a starting
role and one in relief.
In Sunday's semifinal game.
Murray beat the Paducah Storm
7-6.
The Magic (24-12) will return
to action this weekend in the
USSSA Mayfield Memorial Day
tournament.
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
EVANSVILLE, Ind. — The
Murray Mud Dogs settled for runner-up honors at the Evansville
Rivermen Invitational over the
weekend, despite cranking out 57
runs in five games in regional
youth baseball action.
The 'Dogs lost 7-3 in the title
game to the Fishers (Ind.) Marlins, the reigning Ohio USSSA
Majors Division champions.
The 'Dogs led 3-0 through four
innings behind the pitching of Jacob
Burks and Bradley Cobb's RBI.
Fishers got a five-run fifth as
shaky defense and key Marlins
hits turned the game and ran the
winners' tourney mark to 5-0 and
19-4 overall.
Murray (18-12) lost their opening game to Fishers 6-2 before posting wins over the Rivermen lOs
(12-4), the Evansville Pit Bulls
(19-11) and Rivermen 1 Is (21-9).
Chess Volp was solid, but took
the Murray loss in the opener
against the Marlins. Ian Boone. Josh
Reynolds and Cobb were credited with the Mud Dogs' pitching
wins.
The local I I -under team has
finished first or second in their
last four events and has already
qualified for the USSSA AAA
World Series, scheduled for July
22-29 in Overland Park, Kan.
The 'Dogs will move back into
USSSA-sanctioned play this weekend as they play in the Mayfield
Memorial Day tournament.
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STORY TIME...Calloway Middle students in Jeanette McCallon's
classes visited the Calloway County Preschool and read to the
preschoolers.

HONORED...North Students of the Month for May include (back
row) Carrie Crouse, Jared Manners, Mitch Morton, (front row)
Ashley Harpole, Zach Fortenbery and Sierra Underhill.

OUTSTANDING STUDENTS...East Elementary Students of the MOLD ON BREAD...Southwest student Joseph Kelley presents
Month are (front row) Amy Scull, Timothy Chapman,(back row) his science fair project on bread mold to visiting third-graders
Shauna Wicker, Toree Rogers, Ryan Schoppe,and Belinda Lane. as part of a fourth-grade science fair.

THERMAL BREAKDOWN...CCHS junior Tyler Owen demonstrates his project, Thermal Breakdown, as part of a science fair
hosted by science teachers.

HELPING OUT...Mary Hart, retired teacher, volunteers everyday
at Murray Elementary to read with students. Pictured with her is
student Kady Forysthe.

CUTE MICE...P2/P3 MES students show mouse cookies they
made. The students had to figure out how much money they
needed to buy items to make the cookies.

SPECIAL GUESTS...Pictured with students from MES are the
Man in the Yellow Hat and Curious George. They visited students at the Scholastic Book Fair to encourage reading.

SPECIAL VISITOR...Tiffany McGrew, MES, listens as her grandfather. Jim Lipford, talks about the importance of taking care of
your heart. He spoke to several classrooms during Heart Health
month.

WHAT KIND OF BOOK ARE YOU LOOKING FOR?...Library HOW
DO YOU DO?...Madcap Productions from Cincinnati, Ohio
helper Kiana Webb helps Victoria Thayer, P1 student at MES,
performed several nursery rhymes for students at MES. One of
select a book from the Scholastic Book Fair.
the little pigs is pictured meeting student William Winchester.

THIS IS WHERE I LIVE...Visiting Rotarian Nandini Menon shows
the third-graders at Southwest Elementary where she lives in
India as S. Ravi SeIvan answers questions.

School's
Almost Out!

Photo by Lance Altison

Have a fun
and safe
vacation and
remember...
our dad's
available for
all your
eyecare needs.

EYECARE SPECIALTIES
308 S. 12th St.

Dr. Kevin M. Adams

759-2500
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Although I am
only 65, I am concerned about my
increasing loss of memory. Names are
the worst. Is there medicine or a vitamin I can take, or is this problem
hereditary?
DEAR READER: There are many
causes of memory loss. Some are
inherited and more serious than others; many are treatable. The normal
aging process, for example, is associated with loss of short-term memory
This has been aptly termed the
"benign forgetfulness of old age." It is
probably due to age-related brain
shrinkage and can be helped by memory cues, such as keeping lists.
On the other hand, some neurological afflictions — notably, Alzheimer's
disease and mini-strokes — cause
progressive and profound memory
loss, as well as deterioration of other
mental processes, including judgment. Finally, many medicines — for
instance, those used to treat heart ailments — will contribute to forgetfulness, as will alcohol and tranquilizers.
Whether your memory loss requires
attention and treatment is a decision
best made by you and your doctor.
Vitamins usually will not help, unless
a vitamin deficiency is present.
Medicine, such as aricept, may
improve memory but results are
inconsistent. Prescribed drugs that
you may be taking will, perhaps, have
to be changed or reduced.
Seek your physician's advice. He or

DEAR ABBY

she may choose to refer you to a neurologist if your memory deficiency is
more serious than simple, age-related
forgetfulness.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Alzheimer's Disease." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: After having suffered a TIA about a year ago, my husband was prescribed daily aspirin.
Now he's constantly cold and weak.
He bruises easily. Could the aspirin
be to blame? His doctor is no help at
all and says it's my husband's decision to stop or continue.
DEAR READER: The purpose of
the aspirin is to retard blood coagulation so that your husband will not suffer a future stroke from I blood clot.
Coldness, weakness and bruising may
indicate that either he is very sensitive to the effects of the aspirin (and
his coagulation is too slow) or he may
have become anemic from chronic,
hidden intestinal blood leakage. These
possibilities should be investigated. In
addition, your husband should have
further testing for a metabolic/vitamin
deficiency. If the doctor is not inclined
to be concerned, seek a referral to
another physician who will be more
helpful.
Symptoms such as those experienced by your husband should be
addressed in any patient who is being
treated for TIA (transient ischemic
attack: a forerunner of stroke). I
believe that before the physician
leaves any therapeutic decisions to
your husband, you both should have
more information on which to base a
judgment. A doctor should help you
decide whether the symptoms are
related to the primary condition, the
aspirin, or some other problem that
needs attention.

DEAR ABBY: "Ticked Off in
Connecticut" asked if anyone could
top the account of the nervy mother
who purchased shower gifts for her
daughter and asked the guests to
pay for what she had purchased.
Well, I can. I'm enclosing a copy of a
letter from "Vic and Betty" to a
guest they invited to their wedding.
(Betty's third, incidentally.)
"Dear Dicki
an Fran: Enclosed is
a check for $30 r the salt and pepper shaker,-'which
- hich we returned
today. At the time we didn't know
who could have sent such a gift.
"Vic thought it was someone
from down South who is not coming
to the wedding. This evening we
found the card and realized they
came from you.
"Since you think so little of us,
please do us the courtesy of not
attending our wedding or reception.
— Vic and Betty"
Abby, when my friend — who
was with Fran when she purchased
the salt and pepper shakers for the
couple — saw the letter, she
couldn't stop laughing and sent that
nervy communique to me. Funny? If
you want to verify this, I'm enclosing Fran's phone number. I just told
her I'm sending the letter to you.
STILL LAUGHING,
SHORT HILLS, N.J.
P.S. Another "guest" received a
similar request not to attend, along
with a refund check for $75 for the
gift she had sent.

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY: So you think
you've seen it all? Allow me to
share the flier we received from my
husband's cousin:
"In honor of'Desiree's' first birthday, we are setting up an education
fund to pay for her college expenses,
etc., ahd we're asking for your help.
Our goal is to invest at least $2,000
on her behalf. We'll keep a list of
everyone who contributes and have
Desi write a periodic letter to each
of you letting you know what's new
in her life. (She'll do it whether
Daddy has to put his foot down or
not!) She needs to know how many
people loved her the day she was
born, and this will be a small thankyou on her part.
"Send contributions to our
address. — Desi's Proud Parents
"P.S. Desiree is also registered at
Toys '12.' Us and Target!"
So, Abby, how would you
respond to this?
FUMING IN FLORIDA

Ten years ago
Dr. William B. Lalicker, assistant professor of English at Murray
State University, was the recipient
of the Max G. Carman Outstanding
Teacher Award of 1991 at MSU.
Amy Waldrop, daughter of Nelson and Marlene Waldrop, has been
selected as drum major of the Calloway County High School Laker
Band for 1971-72.
Births reported include a boy to
Donna and David James, May 14; a
boy to Beverly and Pat Neighbors
and a girl to Arabell and Victor
Ray, May 15.
Twenty years ago
Jennifer Jarrett, a student at Calloway County Middle School, was
awarded two certificates of merit
and a Roget's Thesaurus for her
high text scores in Duke University's Talent Identification Program
at Durham, N.C. She is the daughter
of Odell and Gladys Jarrett.
Tracy Beyer, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Louis Beyer, was first place
winner in the second annual Kentucky High School Mathematics
Contest. She is a student at Murray
High School.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Joey Wilson, May 10.
Thirty years ago
Don Burchfield of Murray was
presented the Silver Beaver Award,
highest honor for a volunteer leader,
by the Four Rivers Boy Scout
Council dinner at the Cabana Club,
Paducah.
Van Franklin Sims is valedictorian and Harold Wayne Arnett is salutatorian of the 1971 graduating
class at Farmington High School.

DEAR FUMING:Since there's
little chance you'll be attending
the birthday party, send your
regrets and a nice card commemorating the happy event.
P.S. When will people learn
that it is crass and impolite to
ask for money? The subject of
money should be brought up
only in response to the question: "What does the baby (or
bride) need (or prefer)?" No
reference to money should
appear on any invitation.

DEAR STILL LAUGHING:
see
You may be laughing, but I'm
For an excellent guide to becoming•
wincing. A wedding invitation
better conversationalist and a more
is supposed to be sent by the
Watch
attractive person, order "How to Be
happy couple to special people
Popular.' Send a business-size, selfwith whom they would like to addressed envelope, plus check or
Icor CPIUILl•
share this important rite of money order for $3.95 (64.50 in Canada)
to: Dear Abby Popularity Booklet, P.O.
passage. That the invitation
Box 447, Mount Morris, IL 61054-0447.
WELlute
would be rescinded because the
couple considers a wedding gift (Postage is included.)
not lavish enough is appalling
CONTRACT BRIDGE
to the
bad manners.
Nowhere is it written that a
Copynght 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn
wedding gift must be as expenCl,ftS
sive as the cost of the catered
DR. GOTT
dinner, although I have received
and two diamonds. He therefore
letters from dissatisfied newly- South dealer.
gives thought to the possibility ofa
weds complaining that they Neither side vulnerable.
4-1 trump division and takes steps
didn't "make back" the cost of
NORTH
the wedding. No one should
to overcome that distribution if it
+9653
exists.
A 52
spend more on a wedding gift
Thursday-9s
After winning the club, dethan he or she can comfortably
•J 7 4 3
afford. Perhaps those who think
clarer plays the ace and another
+93
of a wedding as a fund-raiser
EAST
spade, a farsighted move designed
WEST
I.edL=er
should consider charging admis- •K Q J 10
+872
to provide for a 4-1 trump break.
sion.(Only kidding!) Read on:
V J 1093
West wins with the ten and returns
II 4
the jack of clubs. South takes the
*K9
•Q 1065
+7642
ace and tests the trumps by cash4,QJ 108
IZPAIN.11 L_V"
CZ:111%/11CS
ing the K-A. West shows out on the
SOUTH
king, and South, after congratulat+A4
Ei1_0 NI COI E
ing himself on his perspicacity,
11K Q 8 76
leads a spade from dummy and
•A 8 2
ruffs.
• K5
He next trumps a club in
The bidding:
North East dummy and plays the nine of
West
South
Pass spades. At this point,South has the
1 IF
Dble
2 IP
Q-8 oftrumps and East the J-10. If
4
East discards on the spade, South
Opening lead — queen of clubs.
ruffs with the eight and finishes
The custom of counting po- with 10 tricks consisting of the Atential winners and losers during K-Q of trumps, two spade ruffs in
the play can at times be very his hand,a club ruffin dummy and
confusing. It would seem that your his four high-card tricks on the
winners and losers ought to add up side.
East does no better if he ruffs
to 13, but sometimes they don't.
Here is a case in point. Study the fourth round of spades. If he
all four hands and you see that does, South discards a diamond,
South has four losers — a spade, a thus merging his trump loser and
WHAT ABOUT
mOro?' HIrn
uFE AS A
IYOu MUST PUT YOURSELF
heart and two diamonds. But if he one of the diamond losers into one
LIOIXRE TOO GOOD
OUT THERE WHERE YOU CAN
DECoRATNEUE5T SOAP.
plays correctly, he can score 10 trick. As a result, South loses only
Ilkomin.,
YOU'RE TOO GOOD
FOR HIM.
8E SEEN), BUT NO ONE WILL
a spade, a heart and a diamond.
despite the four losers.
tricks
FOR IRviNG
EVER A CTUALL4 BE GOOD
The early play of the ace and
West leads a club, and South
HIM •
VOU'RE TOO GOOD
ENOUGH TO COME NEAR YOu .r
E x?
notes that if the trumps are di- another spade is the key to making
FoR
4Ou'RE TOO 6000 t
vided 3-2, he will lose only a spade the contract.
FOR ALEX.
Htm
Tomorrow: A guide to good bidding.
`40U:RE TOO GOOD
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CROSSWORDS
46 Resting
48 Epoch
50 — dreams
53 Southern
blackbird
55 Sharp bark
57 Neither
58 Musical
instruments
61 Swift aircraft
(abbr.)
63 Exists
64 Actress West
65 Most
culpable
68 — Lingus
69 Grafted
(heraldry)
70 Mother of
Mlle
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mountain
22 Expire
23 — and crafts
25 — Kippur
27 At the — of a
hat
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32 Spread hay
34 — Paulo
35 A cont.
37 Drinking
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40 Preston ID
41 Actor Ron —
43 That woman
44 Headgear
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. May 22, the
142nd day of 2001. There are
223 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 22, 1947, the
"Truman Doctrine" was enacted
as Congress appropriated military and economic aid for Greece
and Turkey.
On this date:
In 1761, the first life insurance policy in the United States
was issued, in Philadelphia.
In 1868, the "Great Train
Robbery" took place near
Marshfield, Ind., as seven members of the Reno gang made off
with $96,000 in loot.
In 1939, Adolf Hitler and
Benito Mussolini signed a "Pact
of Steel" committing Germany
and Italy to a military alliance.
In 1969, the lunar module of
Apollo 10 flew to within nine
miles of the moon's surface in a
dress rehearsal for the first
lunar landing.
Rocky
boxer
1990,
In
Graziano died in New York at age
71.
In 1992, after a reign lasting
nearly 30 years, Johnny Carson
hosted NBC's -Tonight Show" for
the last time.
Ten years ago: Sonia Gandhi,
the Italian-born wife of former
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi,
was designated to lead his
Congress Party through national
elections, one day after his
assassination. However, Mrs.
Gandhi turned down the position.

Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
3 mo.
$18.75
6 mo.
$37.50
11 yr.
$75.00

option (abbr.)
21 Ceramics
24 Weep
26 Mr Gibson
28 Canoe need
29 Burst
31 Gooden's
nickname
33 Xmas mo
35 Ocean
36 Priest's
vestment
38 Article
39 Weaken
42 Aviator Chuck

Mail Subscription
RATES
3 mo.
$57.00
6 mo.
$69.50
1 yr.
$98.00
Check
Visa
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Forty years ago
Joe Morgan, commissioner of
education for Tennessee and a 1935
graduate of Murray State College,
will speak at the MSC Alumni banquet in the ballroom of Waterfield
Student Union building May 27.
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross had a Gray
Lady Capping Ceremony May 21 at
Murray State College Student Union building. Lucille Ross RN, director of nursing at Murray Hospital, capped the gray ladies in the
ceremony.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Alton, May
18.
Fifty years ago
Forty representatives of agricultural interests of seven states will be
here May 23 to visit the farm of
H.P. Ezell & Sons near Kirksey.
Calloway County Soil Improvement
Association will host a luncheon for
the group at National Hotel, Murray.
Jo Ann Hendon, senior at Murray State College and daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Graves Hendon of
Murray, was selected queen of Junior-Senior Prom at MSC.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Valentine,
May 16.
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1 — league
2 Davis ID
3 Not pos
4 Campbell of
"Once and
Again"
5 Silver symbol
6 That woman
7 Rounded
natlhead
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Ernie Rob Bailey, Murray High
School English instructor, will
speak at commencement exercises
May 28.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Linn M. Stranak, May
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M/C

Name

45 — the tail on
the donkey
47 Genetic
material
(abbr )
49 Passageway
51 Tact
52 Formerly
54 Author of
"Picnic"
56 Nev time
58 Medical suffix
59 "Norma —"
60 Bright star
62 Mr Conway
66 "Tag" player
67 Printer's
measure

Street Addres.s
City
State

_Zip_

Day time Phone
Mail this coupon with
payment to:

MurrayLedger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
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Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.
CZ Just Say "Charge It" VISA

CLASS F EDS
DISPLAY AD BATES

ADJUEMINENTS

LINE AD RATES

$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible
for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be made.

$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$.10 per word per day.

(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
020

060

020
Notice

Settee
MURRAY Calloway County Pool Pre-season passes
are on sale at the Park office 900 Payne St Now
until pool opening scheduled May 26th Phone
762-0325 for information

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

STRAWBERRIES
75c/qt.
Jones U-Pick
Bring container 1 8 miles
south of Sedalia on 381
270-328-8543

NOW

°PE-Au

FOR
SALE
1996 Plymouth
Breeze
CALL 759-9215
leave message if
no answer
reasonably priced
060

Eddie Langston
WE BUY
Ovv ,, r
• Aluminum • Cans •
• Brass • Copper • f
j-t- Vest

Kentucky
Recycling

® 510s

906 N 17th Street • Mayfield. KY
4th Street • Murray. KY

Mayfield
(270)247-1220

Murray
(270)767-9295

YEARGIN'S U-PICK
STRAWBERRIES
Open 8 a.m.-7 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
soil 12-6 p.m. •( iII for a‘ailability.
tor .oiulabilit.v.
Phone 19111 I (44-5705 (field phones)
or 9111 247-3333
From l'urear slop light. go 2.4 miles
north, turn right. From Hazel. la,
ii 1.5 milt's south. turn Vt.

The Shed Cafe
HAS A NEW SEAFOOD BUFFET
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT!

•
•
LOCATED IN DEXTER COME ON BY!!
Tel: 270-437-4568
ng room reser, • ns
r

18

GOLF AT
THE TENNESSEAN

Ine Tennessean Golf Club has been rank2d by Golf
Digest iMay issue) as the 6th "Best golf course in
Tennessee in addition to being selected as the 7th
"Best new affordable public course in AmericaiJanuary issue) Play this Championship Course for
only $30 includes cart). every day of the week with
the purchase of a annual patron card for only $50.
plus tax A S19 weekend savings

Tee time or information call
731-642-7271 or toll free
866-710-GOLF (4653)

UTICK
(% .RIGHT FARMS
Rd. Almo/DeNter. KY
'tiller

is.Thursdays & Saturdays!
Pickiii3Ott

'ntil Season End
)
Cot
• doors 61'. Ssi„
270-753-5,M0

Help Wanted
ATTENTION
WORK FROM HOME
up to
525.00-575 00/hr PT/FT
MAIL ORDER/INTERNET
(888)248-7125
YourDestinyls Now corn
AURORA BBQ & Herringtio's Lake Stop (BP) in Aurora now taking applications Apply in person
office
medical
BUSY
seeks person for data enbilling
try/insurance
Knowledge of Medicare
and Medicaid preferred
Person must be mature
and have eye for detail
Send resume to
Data Entry
PO Box 1040-T,
Murray, KY 42071
DAYS Inn
Now accepting applications for front desk. All
shifts Apply in person May
17 & 18. 21 thru 24 between 11:00-3:00 517 S.
12th St
DENTAL
experienced
personnel needed for temporary/ permanent full and
part-time positions. Assistant. Front desk, and Hygienist. Please send resume to P.O. Box 1543.
Murray. Kentucky 42071
or e-mail to
blue_grassdentald apex.net
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Need a great career?
Werner needs entry- level
truck drivers no experience necessary. Earn
$600 to $900 per week
plus benefits no CDL? No
Problem! CDL training is
now available in your area.
800-242-7364.
DRIVERS needed Competitive wages, benefits
Home every weekend
Must have 2 years experience and a clean driving
record (800)468-6087
EXPERIENCED Oncology
Nurse for part time to full
time position in Murray,
Ky. Excellent benefit package, commensurate with
experience. Please send
resume to: P.O Box 630.
Murray, Ky_ 42071

Starting

DELI HELP
NEEDED

STRAWBERRIES %,
"e‘SS/

EL:7

Experience preferred, but will train.
Apply in person

Owen's Food
Market Deli

In honor of Memorial
Day, we pay tribute
to the memory of the
courageous men and
women who served
our country well.

DEADLINE TO TURN
PICTURES IN IS MAY 23!
Cost is $10.00. Please include name, rank, branch of
service, & years of service. Include a self-addressed
stamped envelope for the return of the photo.
Contact the Classified Dept. for more information at
753-1916 ask for Kathy or Tammy.
I') MI KR tl

EDGERSTIMES

060
Help Wanted

Notice

$2.50 extra for Shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide $2.50 extra for blind box ads.

Homes For Sale

Want to Buy

No* Wanted

3BR , 2 bath 16x80 with or
• We pay cash
NEED extra money while
WORKFORCE
without 2 acres 30x40
Specialist
Old toys, antiques
working on your nursing
shop call 759-8670
The Purchase Area Devel- degree? Birchtree Health- collectibles 270-759-3456
CLOSE Out Special:
opment District is seeking care is offering flexible
ANTIQUES
an individual to promote
2000 Model Doublewide
schedules to help you out
Old toys, advertising
the Workforce Investment
Homes. Your choice 3 or 4
items, antique furniture
Act and its Dislocated Birchtree Healthcare is acbedrooms, 2 bath. Located
applications
for
cepting
and
primitives
Worker services in accordon large lot between MurapLPNs
Please
RNs
and
We buy 1 or all!
ance with federal regularay and Benton_ Complete
tions from the Department ply in person at
Call 753-3633 ask
with appliances, porches,
of Labor. Bachelor's De- Birchtree Healthcare
for Larry.
permanent
foundation,
gree in a human services 106 Padgett Dr
BUYING standing timber. gutters and down spouts.
field required for this entry Clinton, Ky 42031
Central air condition, walevel position. Skills needLarge and small tracts
OFFICE POSITION
ed include program adminter, septic tank, decks and
Office 436-5700
istration, evaluation and Document/ Records Man- Donald 753-2533
driveway. Ready to move
reporting. knowledge of agement. and Time Man- Billy 436-5727
in. Price reduced to
community resources, and agement essential. Data
$59,900. but will consider
effective written and oral Entry: typing, & filing reany reasonable offer. Call
WANTED
communication skills. The
Computer basic Riding mowers, go carts & Keith Baker Homes. 1PADD otters an attractive quired
800-533-3568 for an apcompensation program. knowledge a plus, Limited
4 wheelers that need
pointment.
Send Cover and resume customer reception &
work
operation.
addressed to PADD, switchboard
LOCATED in Coach Es436-2867
ATTN: Jennifer Beck- Training provided. Full
tates 16x80, 1993 ChamWalker, PO Box 588, May- time- M/F. Competitive
150
pion 3br., 2 bath Call 753field, KY 42066. Applica- pay-rate and benefits.
Aes
3855
tions will be accepted until
For Bate
Send Resume to P 0 Box
MUST SELL! 1993 14x70
position is filled. The
1040-P, Murray, KY 42071
Norris Mobile Home. 2br, 2
PADD is an EDE/AA/ADA.
bath, Central H/A. w/ front
SOCIAL Security disabledFRONT office receptionist
2 gas water heaters. 75 deck and utility pole. ExWe can get you approved!
Familiar with medical billgal. Used less than 1 yr. cellent condition. Call
you
No
win!
fee
unless
ing and work experience
753-2334 ask for Calvin.
(270)489-2013.
leave
Personal representation by
in
3 sharp 3300 touch screen message.
Security
retired
exSocial
medical office is needed
cash registers w/printers 1 1996 Fleetwood 3br , 2
Work as needed, all
Excellent salary and bene- ecutives and associates cash drawer,
used 1 5 bath, front deck, central
win
with
You
us!
WORKFORCE
Liaison
fit plan Send resume to
shifts. Prefer experiyears 753-2334 ask for unit and out building 5271-800-782-0059
The Purchase Area DevelReceptionist
ence hut will train, opment District is seeking
5355 or 489-2477
Calvin
SONIC Drive-In of Murray
P.O. Box 630
BIRD feeders & houses_
an individual to promote
someone who enjoys
is now taking applications
Murray, Ky 42071
Also butterfly, bat, squirrel.
working with elderly. the Workforce Investment IMMEDIATE
fro crew members for all
opening
Act and its Dislocated
ect Very high quality westshifts.
No
phone
calls
Apply in person only. Worker services in accord- Landscape foreman posiern cedar. 206 E. Poplar
ance with federal regula- tion for local landscape please. Apply in person at Just east of 4th & Poplar.
tions from the Department company. The responsibili- Sonic Drive-in 217 S. 12th DATASYM
2020/2010 2BR Clean Mobile Homes
of Labor. Bachelor's De- ties include interacting
with St. Murray.
cash register Scanner. 'n small quiet park. Call
gree required_ Skills needthe landscape designer to
Cash drawer. 1 yr old 753- 492-8488.
090
1505 Stadium View Dr. ed include program planunderstand the objectives
2334 ask for Calvin
Domestic & Childcare
2BR, 2 full bath, mobile
ning,
development,
adminEOE
OVER 2,000 VHS movies home, furnished or unfuristration, grtnt writing, of the job, load proper maevaluation art reporting, terials and install the proj- SUMMER sitter needed. for sale. Starting at $2.00 nished. 10 minutes from
OFFICE POSITION
knowledge of community ect as specified This per- two children, in my home each. 753-7670.
Murray. 435-4083.
Document/ Records Man- resources, and effective son will mange a two man
RIDING mower for sale
4 days a week Call 7592BR:, stove, refrigerator,
agement, and Time Man- written and oral communi- crew and operate some
436-2867
8573 ask for Jamie
air cond., washer & dryer.
agement essential; Data cation skills. The PADD oflight equipment. Also light
1/2 acre lot, nice storage
Entry; typing; & filing re- fers an attractive compenWILL DO GENERAL
quired. Computer basic sation program. Send cov- mechanic skills a benefit.
bldg & deck S250.00 437HOUSE CLEANING
knowledge a plus. Limited er and resume addressed Please send resume to
4386.
Appliances
Call Linda 759-9553
customer reception & to PADD, ATTN: Jennifer Rolling Hills Nursery, 3860
NICE 2br. Mobile home
switchboard operation. Beck-Walker, PO Box 588. US HWY 641 N. Murray.
100
No
pets 753-9866
Training provided Full Mayfield. KY 42066. Appli- Ky 42071 No phone calls
Business
WHITE Kenmore refrigeratime-. M/F. Competitive cations will be accepted please or personal visits
Opportunity
pay-rate and benefits. until position is filled. The please
tor $475 #489-2370
HOMEWORKERS
Send Resume to P 0 Box PADD is an E0E/AA/ADA
IMMEDIATE
part-time
11E11
Mobil* Home Lots For Rent
1040-P, Murray. KY 42071
Needed.
Large Selection
opening for dependable
$635 weekly processing
housekeeper
1/2 acre $100/mo.753
TOP quality nurse practi- resort
mail Easy! No experience
tioner needed in busy fam- Weekends
mandatory. needed
6012
APPLIANCES
eat& daitutget.
ily practice Up to $75,000 Call Susan (270)436-2345
LOT for rent. 492-8488.
Call 1-888-517-2362
salary
package
offered.
"INTERESTING
part-time
with the Classifieds.
Ward-Elkins LOT For Rent 753-9866
send resume to 813 Pop- position working with cur- Ext 4605 24hrs
On the Square
kil
tl
0
lar St. Benton , KY 42025
rent Representative visit753-1713
L1114.ReliT111ES
or call for interview at 270ing newcomers to Murray
527-8331
(2701 753-1916
on behalf of local business
and professional people.
160
%
4111- lei
7300 sqft. insulated build
Community Greeting ServCOMPAQ 550 mhz, 12 gig
Home Furnishings
411-401111-41* 11111'411- 4110
ice was established 55 hard drive $350 Gateway
ing w/office space on 3.76
acres. 14x14 doors, truck
years ago for the purpose 566 mhz. 20 gig hard drive
1943 Dunkin-Fife set w/6
parking. gas heat, 400
of welcoming newcomers
700
$360
mhz,
Comptaq
chairs and china hutch
ir 4.4-41
.
No CDL No Money.
Alai.
Interested? Call 1-270- 20 gig hard drive $460 17amp 3 phase electric. 3
Colonial lowboy.
NO PROBLEM
miles from Murray on
842-5566 or write Commonitor $130 753-8630
753-0834
trio- iiii
fill- AMI $600-5800 Weekly 1st Year
munity Greeting Service.
121 N. 270-354-2269.
759-9835
COMPUTER,
monitor,
15 Day Training Program
P.O Box 1092, Bowling
keyboard, mouse, speak- •CAMEL
No Out Of Pocket Expense
back
cream
Green, KY 42102"
iiipveiveli
isse asi
ers, and desk $15000 couch for sale. Made by
No Employment Contract
LOCAL company seeks
759-2471
sealy. $350.. retail $700 6
drivers with Class A CDL
ir Ile- isi IIIRING ON THE SPOT!L.*
MDM COMPUTERS
weeks old. Call 753-6098.
Various size units
& 2 years experience
A. Certified Technician
NICE Bassett crib. oak or
Home on weekends Call
Walnut Plaza
On
site service
maple not sure Compliant
40*
759-8641
104 N. 5th
759.3556
regulations.
safety
with
LOOKING For
11*
759-5870
any$100.00
753-9621
Licensed or unlicensed
time.
Real Estate Agents No
CAN YOU SELL?
SCORESPORTABLE
BOARDS is experiencing
rapid growth. We seek career-minded
individuals
with superior people skills
who are looking for a
GREAT opportunity
You will be working with
new and existing customers. If you are outgoing.
confident, enjoy working
with people, have excellent phone skills, like limited travel and want a' rewarding challenge. please
apply Excellent pay and
benefits with a bonus incentive plan included. No
previous sales experience
required.
Send resume to. SPORTABLE SCOREBOARDS.
ATTN. Human Resources,
106 Max Hurt Drive, Murray, KY 42071.

NURSES
ABA

FAMILY Caregiver
Support Program
Coordinator
The Purchase Area Development District is seeking
an individual to be responsible for developing and
implementing the new National Family Caregiver
Program in accordance
with federal regulations
from the Administration on
Aging. Bachelor's Degree
in Human Services field or
BSN required and Master's Degree desirable. Experience in administration
or service position required. Skills needed include program planning,
development, administration, evaluation and reporting, knowledge of community resources, and effective written and oral
communication skills. The
PADD offers an attractive
compensation program.
Send cover and resume
addressed to PADD,
ATTN: Jennifer BeckWalker, PO Box 588, Mayfield, KY 42066. Applications will be accepted until
position is filled. The PAD
is an EOE/AA/ADA.

Fern Terrace
Lodge

USED

ie.,.A.*

PUZZLED? NEED A NEW START?
ie.

Office Space

1-800-398-9908 Ref#737

-r

Part-time
positions
as
Residential
Providers available for community-based
residential program for developmentally
disabled adults. Our company offers various shifts, opportunity for advancement,
excellent benefits including paid training,
401(k), medical/dental insurance, paid holidays, vacations, and sick leave. The starting wage is $7.00 per hour. Please apply at
Community Alternatives of Kentucky, 6145
Symsonia Highway, Symsonia KY 42082.
EOE/M/F/DN

,111116.- NOW HIRING

izift
l
ptra4

Assistant
Manager Trainee

Salary position, night & weekends,
benefit package. Interested parties
should call 759-9205 or 841-7146
Ask for David or Adrian
E.O.E
IN MURRAY
Immediate opening for an energetic. motivated indi
vidual with a congenial personality.

REQUIREMENTS
Ideal candidates should be able to work without
supervision and function efficiently under time
pressures.

RESPONSIBILITIES
*Typing & word processing
•Computeriied bookkeeping
.Various secretarial and receptionist duties
Send resume with references to:

P.O. Box 429, Murray, KY 42071

experience necessary
Call Campbell Realty
759-8780
OWN a computer?
Put it to work!
$25-$75 / hr PT/ FT
888-689-7989
pcworkforme corn
PAINTERS Needed
Local painting contractor is
recruiting
experienced
painters Please call 7536895 and leave message
PART-TIME 30-35/hrs per
week Working in one person resort restaurant Must
be dependable and enjoy
people Call Susan 270436-2345
PART-TIME
Full-time
clean up man needed Call
489-2020 or 489-2525
PART-TIME receptionist
MAN/F 10am-4pm Apply at
301 Andrus
RESTAURANT
manager needed
Sonic Of Murray is now
hiring for shift managers
Prior restaurant management experience preferred Must be able to work
days. nights, & weekends
Pay rate will be dependent
on previous management
experience Apply in person or send resume to
Sonic Drive-in 217 S 12th
St Murray, Ky 4207,1 No
phone calls please
SELF starter, handyman
with mechanical skills, and
ability Some hand tools a
plus Experience on tractors Call 437-3940

Computer
Service

-Computer Repair/
New Systems
-Computer Networking
-Busine!.:s Softssare/
Programming
-Phone and Video
Conferencing
-Point of Sale Systems/
Web Sites
www nercomroclustoes corn

180
Lawn 6 Garden

PEONIES - HO5TA
new

DAYLILIES!!

varieties - old favorites

May Special: wholesale

peonies

& hosta $4.00

select daylilies $1.00/fari many colors

Greg Dowdy

BETHEL GARDENS

489-2666

H.94 East 2 miles front down:own, and follow signs
May hours: Thurs-Fri-Sat. 6-5 or 17')
. appt. 753-2570
bethelgarciensajuno.com
KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE.
r-I-BYLC.4_m__Puters . $399
Upgrades & Repairs

Internet Service
On 121S
436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa Mastercard

WANT
ADS
WORK
Appliance Parts

APPLIANCE PARTS

d

Ward Elkins
Court Square • Murray

Mobile Homes For Sale
14X74 1992 Spiral Mobile
1&2 bedroom Apts
Home 3br, 2 bath, all
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
electric. Nice 1 owner
902 Northwood Dr
$11,500 753-6635
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
16'X72"91 Mobile home 8
Phone 759-4984
1 308 acres 2 bedroom, 2
Equal Housing
baths, nicely remodeled.
Opportunity
Near North Elementary.
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
270-527-7626.
1971 12X50 Mobile home
near MSU 753-1252 or
All appliances deck in753-0606
cluded $1,500 489-2979
1BR apt available, all ap1990 Fleetwood. 2br. 2 pliances furnished Murbath. 4-sale with option to Cal Realty 753-4444
rent lot Very nice location 1BR Apt Available 5/19
on Wrather Road NW of Clean
Walk to MSU
$235 p/mo
Murray 753-2994
753-2084
1993 16x80 3br, 2 bath
Front & back porch Large 1BR Apt. stove. refrigera2 car carport wiattached tor. D/VV, W/D. Clean, no
storage building on 2 pets. 270-753-9841 or
acres Kirksey 489-2945
270-436-5496

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
440
Storage Recitals
2BR, Near MSU New car
pet paint & wallpaper.
C/H/A $325 Also 2br.
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR, new townhouse central, garage 3 story
Coleman RE 759-4118
38R, 2 bath, C/H/A, W/D,
no pets, lease. $600 deposit. $600 month, new
duplex, 1600 Oakhill Cellular 559-2097 Available
June 1
4br. Diuguid Drive. Coleman RE 759-4118.
APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
437-4113
APARTMENTS for rent
Close to campus 7535980 or 753-1203 after
5pm
BRADLEY
Apts
Has
openings 3br, 1 bath Approx 1 000sq ft Located
on campus behind Bradley
Book Company New carpet C/H/A $400/ month
Also available, 1br with
new carpet $250/ month
759-4696 or 435-4632
DUPLEX- 2br, 1 bath,
Central HA, washer &
Dryer, fenced backyard
$420 /mo 753-2571 Days
Ask for Jonathan
EXTRA nice 2br., 1.5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished, W/O. central gas
heat/ air. 1yr. lease, 1
month deposit No pets.
753-2905.
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St.,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $315/ month. Office
Hours, 10- 2, M-F. Call
753-1970. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
NICE 2br duplex
753-0900
NICE 2br., 2 bath duplex
With stove, refrigerator,
microwave, W/D. Lawn
maintenance included No
pets $475/mo. Plus sercity deposit 753-9240
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1,2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
1BR duplex. 1 block from
campus $250
utilities
separate 1650 Ryan Ave
753-2649
1BR. 1 bath apt. in town.
furnished $180 a month.
No pets 759-1519
1BR. like new. appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
2 nice Apartments for rent
Nice neighborhood Call
753-5731
2BR Duplex at 1707
Ridgewood $375/month
759-4406
2BR duplex Central/KA
appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR, 2 bath duplex. garage Central. no pets
Coleman RE 759-4118
3BR, 1 bath Walking distance to MSU Available
now' 759-5885

641 Storage
All Sizes Available

753-5585
CREEKVIEW STORAGE520-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
NORTHWOOD
Storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

Lots For Sale
3 large lots for doublewide
homes Located between
Murray and Benton Includes septic system water tap, and driveway
Closeout price of $12,500
each Keith Baker Homes
1-800-533-3568 for and
appointment
7 lots in Hazel Starting at
$5,000 all amenities 731641-0197
LOTS for sale Starling at
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

Farms For Sale
314 ac -214 ac bottom
and bordering city limits
100 ac meadow and
woods
many building
sites Good water, city
gas, 100,000 Bu grain
storage Frontage on Bethel Rd and Cook Lane
1.6 miles east of Murray
Will divide 489-2462
Acreage

OTTIMercial Prop.

For Sake
310S 4th St
Office Building
753-4703

AKC Labs, yellows and
Blacks $200
(270)851-364
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
TOY Poodles 492-6339
Livestock & Supottes
2 year old Quarter Horse
illy. Ready to start. grea
confirmation and manners.
$1200. Call 753-2905
7YR old Q H gelding 15 1
hands 489-2357
ORCHARD grass & Timothy. Square or round bale
559-1761
TO be bale 1 week
Square Bale Hay
Timothy Orchard Grass,
Red Clover Mixed
NO FESCUE
Call to reserve your hay
$1 75 bale
731-642-5936 after 5pm
Reel Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
-For What It's Worth"
WANTED to buy land with
timber Call in evening
753-49:4

2BR cabin on lake Deeded
marina
access
$35,000.270-354-6422
440
Lots For Safe
(2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
North, Murray 753-1967

4 acres with Hwy frontage, city water
17 acres with goos building sites 2 miles out of
town 759-3366
460
Homes For Sal.
3BR house and land. Cal
436-5064.
CUSTOM Built 16x29
Great Room, 3 bedroom,
Office, 2 full baths, kitchen, dining room, large utility room. & floored attic
storage, with oversized 2
car garage on 100'x200'
lot. 803 South 17th Street,
Murray. $149,000. Call
owner 759-1620.
EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
bath, red brick, double lot,
town edge Consider leasing with option to buy/ limited owner financing. Call
753-4109.
EXCEPTIONAL
value.
Woodgate Sub. 3br, 2
bath. LR, DR, Den,.2200
sq ft under roof large lot
753-4801.
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE!
Priced like a fixer upper,
but everything new and
ready to move into 2br, 1
bath, carport, utility room
S39.900
435-4632 or 559-8510
HOME For Sale By Owner
4br., 3 1/2 bath, 3900sf
home, 10 rooms, 10 closets, large TV/entertainment room, great room
w/fireplace. den, w/fireplace. large recreation
room, large deck, gazebo
w/hot tub, 3 lots (1 acre)
Sherwood Forest area
Will consider partial trade
for smaller house
(1500-200sf) $179.000
753-4882
WHITE vinyl 3br, 2 bath
1400 sq. ft. home w/1 car
garage. Built in 1996. 759489-2543
0119
or
$87,000

FOR SALE

VERY nice 1br wiall appliances including washer
& dryer Close to MSU
759-5885
VERY roomy 2br,, 2 bath
duplex &garage Applianfurnished
ces
w/
washer/dryer 1yr lease 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905

CRUIE
with the Classif eds.
r111

1

,iIll,F

•LARGE BEDROOM in
pleasant home Share
large living room, kitchen,
& bath, w/d, walk to Hospital or down town industry
$190 plus deposit of
$125./ 70 Channel Cable
& Utilities included accept
for phone References
753-9211

460
Homes For Saki
NORTH Calloway 2 yea
old brick, 3br (spilt), 2
bath, vaulted LR, ceiling
fans, carpet\ ceramic floor
tile, large porch, deck, 2
car garage. CHA, 2300 sq
ft under roof. 30'x40' 4
stall barni lean to, 3 66
acres (2+ fenced)
759-5379
SOUTH Hazel, Tennessee 3br, 2 bath, C/H/A, on
3 75 acres 492-8526
THREE/FOUR bedroom
house one bath Located
on three lots a few miles
from Murray on New Providence Rd Two large outbuildings $49,500 Call
Neva at 270-753-8085 or
800-458-3993

&TV's
1996
Kawasaki
Nirna
EX500 Sportbike 1700
miles Like new Perfect
condition Fast 759-8156
$3000 00
'98 Harley Electra-Glide
Classic 8,300 miles Puryear, Tn $16,500 731-2473070
98 Yamaha Banche 4wheeler. Excellent condition. $4,000. OBO
753-2905

1999 Ford Windstar van
4dr., dual air, 21,000
miles Must sell' $15,300
247-5265
'91 Toyota Previa $3.900
One owner. good condition. 759-5449

1992 Ford F-150 Flare
side. White, short whee
based! V-8. 5 speed Extra
nice 519-2034 days, 4928219 nights after 6_
1997 Ford F-150 2x2 Ext
cab, Lariat $11,500 00
270-527-6679
'93 S-10 Chevy pick-up
Dark blue interior and exterior Automatic, tinted
windows, bed rails and
good tires Runs great'
Only 52,xxx miles Asking
price $3,900
Call 753-2000
95 Chevy Truck 1/2 ton,
2wd
sport side. Alu
wheels sharp Must sell
$9,500 OBO 759-5680
Leave message
'99 Dodge Sport 4x4 Ext
cab loaded Remote start.
lots more 489-6169 after
6pm
94' Dodge Dakota 318,
black, lowered wheel 7538278 after 6pm

1

.11: Sport Utility Vehicles

1993 Explorer 4.0 auto
2WD, 4dr $4000 OBO
474-0202 after 5PM

1990 Champion 18 bass
boat, must see. A-1 shape
Call 436-2242
1997
CHEVY
Blazer
32FT
Gibson house boat.
Clean & Sharp $10,500
$9,900. obo. 753-9826.
firm 753-3705
1998 red Durango SLT. A- 94 Ebbtide Champione
1 shape, low miles, call 1900 runabout boat, garage kept. Excellent condi436-2242.
tion $8500. Call 753-2905
1998 red Durango SLT, A- DURACRAFT alureinum
1 shape, low miles, call crappie boat. 17'. 60HP
436-2242
motor, Trailer. 2 depth
finders. Trolling motor. 3
yrs. old. 753-2334 ask for
Used Cars
Calvin.
1990 Buick Park Avenue
high mileage, good shape
runs well $2,750 753
3765
Black
Camaro.
1993
100,000 miles. new tires,
brakes, rims. CD player.
Call after 5pm 489-2300.
1995 Plymouth Neon 4door, low miles $4500'
Call 759-5658
Burgundy.
'95 Lumina
$4500 Call 489-2790

1990 Champion 18' bass
boat, must see. A-1 shape
Call 436-2242
Services Offered

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

Ward-Elkins
On The Square• Murray
(270) 753-1713
A 1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates

For more
information call Kathy
or Tammy
at7534916
1306 Doran Road
Beautiful home, brick with new
vinyl siding, on 1-1/2 lots
(150x225), 2,874 square feet,
raised tile patio, 4 bedrooms,
3 baths, great for entertaining,
9 closets - great storage!
$152,500

• Lamb ii3mther,,
=Moving
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured

NOW in MURRAY and
CALLO WAY COUNTY
after serving Mayfield-Graves Co. For 25 Years

Fast, Affordable Service Anywhere You Need Us

JERRY'S GLASS
A Full Service Glass Shop
SPECIALIZING IN AUTO GLASS
* We come to your home or office
* Approved by all major insurance companies
(we do all the paper work)
Locally Owned & Operated
Jeff Gream - Associate & Sales
Mirrors • Furniture Tops • Plate Glass
Plexiglass • Tempered & Insulated Glass
Patio Door Glass Replacement

270-759-0203
2281 Rob Mason Road

1111:0
!;*
1
Metal Roofing
houses, barns

& sheds. Metal
for
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

David's Home Improvement
*Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors.
*Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers.

Global Mortgage Link

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sire To Shop- Before You Buy!

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa. Mastercard, also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

FOR SALE

Quiet setting, minutes from Murray. Well
kept home, 2 BR, w/pool, deck, large
kitchen, unfinished upstairs, central
heat/air, including appliances. $69,500.
Leave Message 753-4260

•

Professional Home
Repair B Restoration

20 years of experience in all phase, of arpentr
V Fully insured
V Our estimates are guaranteed in eriting
We specialize in;
I Water damage repair
4 Moisture control
Termite damage repair 5 Home improsements
I, Sagging floor.
6 Deck construction &
trola for on rmimait 7:M cm.-4:30 5114

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carty A High Price.

Offered
FUTRELL S Tree Service
Trimming removal stump
grinding firewood Insured 489-2839
HOLDER DRYWALL
*Complete Drywall
Finishing
•Textured Ceiling
Free Estimates
Jerry
924-9336 871-1733
Bruce
924-0997 863-2356
Cadiz. Ky 42211
IF you need general cleaning or ironing or both, call
753-6694
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
.36 years experience
•Intenor & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawnipatio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
*No lob too small
•Free estimates
Please call 753-8858
LAWN
mower repair
pick-up or delivery
available
436-2867

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets •Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
•Free Estimates
753-5827.

CLASSIFIED

(YOUR ASPHALT NEEDS HELP!!!)
Protect your asphalt from gas. oil
sun, oxidation. water penetratioil.
and many other harmful factors
that rob your asphalt of itself'

Asphalt Does Not Inzprove
With Age And That
ASPHALT
MAINTENANCE
IS A MUST!
IS

P/us...all other home improvements

WE SHOW YOU
• 100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Services Offered

ANTENNAS
Including CARPORTS Starting a
RV's, TV Towers rotors, $675 installed Roy Hill
amplifiers and accesso- (270)436-2113
Cecil McLeod's
ries
Lawnmower Repair
Dish Network & Direct TV
Pick-up & delivery
Satellite Systems, Sales
753-9814
Service and Installation
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Beasley's Antenna
Tilling- Blade Work& Satellite,
Bushhogging
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
Free Estimates
270-759-0901.
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
ASPHALT contractor
Phone 270-492-6159
Mitchell Brother Paving
Cell Phone 853-4188
Specializing in
DECKS Roofing, Vinyl
*Driveways,.Parking lots.
Siding Quality Work Free
•Subdivision paving,.Seal Estimates Over 25 Years
coating, .Stripping,
Experience Gerald Wal.Chip & seal
ters 753-2592
Fully insured,
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Locally owned & operated
Siding Quality Work Free
Over 30yrs experience
Estimates Over 25 Years
759-0501
Experience Gerald Wal753-1537
ters 753-2592.
DO you needed
Asphalt Seal Coating
Remodeling or
Travis Asphalt Sealing
Home Improvement'?
•Driveways
From floor to roof,
*Parking lots
Competitive rates
FREE ESTIMATES
Call Monday -Saturday
753-2279
759-1494
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
FENCING
ROY HILL.
Midway Fence. All types
Septic system, gravel,
Complete services
white rock
Reasonable prices
436-2113
Free Estimate Insured
BRYON'S Lawn Service
Dicke Farley. 759-1519.
Free estimates 759-0276
FOR any outdoor
BUD'S Concrete Finishing
service's.
Lawn. mulch.
No lob to small or too big
shrubs, trees, roof's, ect
for us We travel anyCall.Brandon
where, concrete, patios,
436-5277
driveway, side walk's, poll
FRANKLIN
barn's Best price around
Lawncare Plus
give us a call
Residential or commercial
Free Estimates
mowing and trimming
759-4355
Free estimate. 767-9415.

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history •

3 bedroom house Stove,
refrigerator included w/d
hook-up Located 5 miles
east of Murray. Call 4892506 for more information
3BR, 1 bath in town available June 1 $375. a
month/ deposit required.
759-1519 No pets.
4BR. 2 baths, washer, dryer. frig, stove, storage
Rent $650 00 Lease & deposit required 753-7920
No pets.
NICE 2br in Hazel
492-8526

A time to take care of your
home Affordable work
done to perfection building. remodeling, additions
porches decks. rooting
siding, concrete, fences.
furniture design, and restoration Free Estimates
753-4380
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions.
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished Quality Workmanship Affordable Rates Licensed
753-7860 753-9308
AFFORDABLE tree work,
hauling, cleaning
out
sheds, gutters cleaning
etc
436-2867
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction*
Remodeling* Repairs*
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building. additions,
remodeling Rotten floors,
sagging roofs. Home &
Mobile repair, vinyl siding
References. Call Larry
Nimmo.
753-9372 753-0353

Call 753-8123 For Appt.
For Sale By Owner

YOU SHOW US:

2 bed , 1 bath separate
dining & laundry rooms
Updated kit w/ self cleaning range. ref micro &
dishwasher
Rent
$475/mo Sec/ cleaning
dep $300 Call Marge
759-5534

i'lLkuow"d i'Licw-wed

411
111
#1m41gew)-444quirigARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS?
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Wil)

GUARANTEE ON MA 'ER/AL
WORKMANSHIP
‘i ( I \ SAVE YOU ttriNE).'.'.'

FREE ESTIMATES
• DRIVEWAYS • BANKS
• PARKING LOTS • MOTELS-HOTELS
• AIRPORTS • SERVICE STATIONS

Call

U5

270-7594953
The
Ahalt Doctor
SEAL COATING • ASPHALT REPAIR

With 22 lean Ltipenence In
In,

Ronnie Gearin
Owner

SERVICE
DIRECTORY
Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the

help of these local professionals.

David's Cleaning
Services
We ..S.pc-wializ.e in Cleaning'.
.1ing & Fencing •Mobile Homes
•brick *All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning
•11,,e [Sc Hot Water •Parking Lots cV.. Drkewa> David Borders

Phone (270) 759-4734

--:41-- -Lamb Brothers
Tree Service
270-436-2269
I 1-800-821-6907
UCENSED lit INSURED lAir Esi,r,l(,t,',,

Try. Tri

rrl I r;

Paul Lamb

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

4-ifteriMo Siaffektrel
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

e

We Service All Brands
Certified TVA that Punip Contractor bcense1M02182

270-759-8936

270-759-2288
To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide
Call Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

2x2 - $205 • 2x4 - $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

VISA
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Offered

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555
PAINTING
•Intenor *Custom
+aux Finishes
Free Estimates
Rainbow Rooms
759-1552
PAINTING
Interior- Exterior Free estimates Call anytime Cell
ph. 210-7010
PROFESSIONAL landscaping by Red. Maintenance. Planting & custom
yard work. Free estimates.
767-9735.
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional.
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial.
270-435-4645.
SMALL engine repair
mowers for sale
753-0260
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates.
753-5484.
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration. overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609
WEATER-GUARD
WINDOW COMPANY
Exterior
Home Improvement.
•Replacement windows,
*Vinyl siding,
•Metal roofing,
•Financing available
Call for appointment
Phone - Fax 759-4766
1-888-321-0818
WEST Ky
Seamless Gutters
Free Estimates
753-0278

°ffind
J&D LAWN CARE
& LANDSCAPING
Mowing, power seeding
lawn & shrub spraying
lime, fertilize, dirlwork- topsoil Wholesale shrubs &
trees. & mulch
Call 759-3840

TUESDAY MAY 22, 2001

2 1/2 year old female calico, fixed, free to good
home. Call 753-1853.

Now scheduling spring work.
Immediate openings for
interior & exterior painting.
Please call Paul for
free estimate at

270-759-4979

L&B
CUSTOMS WORKS
• Bush Hogging • Square Hay Baling
• Custom Landscaping • Complete Yard Care
NO I0Ib TOO Sinell Or Too Large
Re4dential & COP, I. ••••rial • Free Estill/Wes

270-753-8204
Tim Butler
Concrete Construction

777 Radio Road
Almo, KY 42020
GerieratIori and ozner 25 wears of experience"

Phone: 270-759-0715
Cell: 270-519-4866

FREE PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray Ledger & Times

could miss the bigger picture. If you conBY JACQUELINE BIGAR
centrate and network, excitement and
opportunity will meld. Frustration with a
child or a 'cried one can be solved if you
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday. let go of a need to control this person.
May 23, 2001:
Tonight: Join your friends.
Express your innovative personality. VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Release any self-imposed shackles or *** You succeed if you are willing to
restrictions. Make this the special year allow others to have input. Be realistic.
you've dreamed of. Your brightness You cannot be so controlling. Establish
attracts those who are somewhat offbeat. greater flow within a personal relationYour magnetism helps you to get what ship by allowing more freedom to both
you want. Financial gain occurs from of you. Try to make your professional
July on. If you are single, a relationship life more of what you dream. Tonight: A
heats up if you identify more with this must show.
person. -You might have a tendency to LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
become unusually self-involved this ***** Expand your potential
year. If attached, your relationship often through research, reading and perhaps
falls into power plays. Work on giving up taking a class or two. Sometimes,
on your controlling ways and so will thought processes prevent us from seeing
your partner. CANCER helps you make more. Brainstorm with someone whose
money.
mind you respect. Undo pressure by
clearing out calls. Tonight: Play a
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll favorite game.
Have:
4-Positive, SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
5-Dynamic.
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
**** Let others run the show, but say
no when your finances get involved.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
Your perspective changes a great deal if
**** Your enthusiasm returns as you you see how others handle similar probstop problems with resourceful ideas. lems. Work with family members who
Friends and associates happily brain- are innovative and creative. Tonight:
storm and become energized by your How 'bout a good old-fashioned date?
enthusiasm. Use a change in plans or a SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
miscommunication to buy yourself- the *** Stop pushing so hard, and you'll
time to do something you really want to find that others will work with you.
.do. Tonight: At a favorite spot with Sometimes your strength can be intimifavonte people.
dating to others. Unexpected news tosses
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
your plans in a new direction. Remember
**** Listen to feedback and know — you like excitement. Sort through
that anything can change — and quickly. potential invitations. Tonight • Go along
A boss or associate is delighted with
your moneymaking idea. Don't get per- with someone's plans.
sonal and professional issues twisted CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
together. You'll be happier. Tonight: Do *** An even pace gets you far with
someone. Others respect the fact that
your own thing.
when you do business, you mean what
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** A call delights and energizes you say. Your follow-through, though,
you. Anything is possible, as long as you sometimes costs you a lot. Be willing to
go with the flow. Don't try to buck a dif- say that enough is enough. A change of
ficult or controlling personality in your pace and scenery does you a lot of good.
life. Reach past your immediate hori- Tonight: Take a walk after dinner.
zons. Network both in person and on the AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Sometimes, what others do is
Internet. Tonight: Anything is possible.
perfect. At other times, you simply
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
annoy
them. Ask questions and get to the
interesting
insight
with
a
*** Share an
bottom of the issue. A friend might be
partner who appreciates your revelations two-faced. Be careful. Express your joyand can work with them. Keep important
ful and playful sides. Tonight: Be your
information quiet for now. Someone naughty self.
reveals frustration's. Call it an early PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
workday if you are unusually tired. Slow *** Follow your instincts about what
down otherwise. Tonight: Put on your is important. Sometimes you don't honor
answering machine and read a good what you know and feel. Understand
book.
another's grievance, but don't think you
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
have to make everyone happy Tonight.
***** Your focus will make or Put your feet up and relax.
break your success. If distracted, you
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Group Study Exchange Program.
Part of their visit included a tour
of the Calloway County Middle
School, where Gen Y students presented their computer projects to

them. Examples of presentations
included "Constitutions Around the
World," "E-Pals," "Music and
Technology," "Cool Science" and
"Gladiator".
Students were asked questions
-by-the visiting team, which consirs
of two educators, two computer
specialists, an industrialist and the
Deputy Commissioner of Customs.
Students making presentations
included: Marcy Boggess, Ashley
Henson, Will Sampson. Christine VISITORS FROM INDIA ... Calloway County Middle School Gen Y student Jessica Johnson demBidwell, Austin Carter, David Rob- onstrates her -Jeopardy" game on plant life that she developed using Hyperstudio as part of
ertson, Jessica Johnson, Amanda her Gen Y class to visiting Rotarians from Chennai, India.
Oliver, Cassie Fischer, Sam
Rogers, Chelsea Cleaver, Carrie
Radke, Amber Anderson, Kala trell, Trent Cossey, Hugh Falwell,
The visitors are also scheduled third grade classes for a presentaMoore, Jessica Miller, Kelsey Bryan Schneider, Bryan Murdock to tour Southwest Elementary on tion on using computers in the
Sykes, Cassie Burkeen, Sarah Fu-. and Whitney Watkins.
Thursday where they will view the classroom and tour the school.

MSU professor receives special honor
Special to the Ledger
Dr. Roger M. Weis of Murray
State University was recently accorded a special honor for his work
with MSU's American Humanics
program.
Weis was the recipient of the
first-ever American Humanics National Award for Excellence in
Leadership. He was recognized for
developing a model American Humanics program at Murray State.
"Dr. Weis has provided extraordinary leadership which has resulted in Murray State's AH pro-

gram leading the nation in student est awards for academics, leaderenrollment for 10 consecutive ship and service, for 10 consecutive
years," said Dr. Kirk G. Alliman, years."
On the national level, Weis has
president of American Humanics
served as chair of the American HuInc.
manics Directors' Association for
"It has resulted in students retwo terms and on the national board
ceiving numerous awards, including
of directors for two terms. He was
the first-ever American Humanics
selected by American Humanics
National Award of Excellence in and the W.K. Kellogg Foundation
Community Service in 1999, the to write the manuals for career planAmerican Humanics National ning and service learning, both of
Award in Student Recruitment in
which are used by American Hu2000, and in an American Humanmanics affiliates nationwide.
ics student receiving the Donald B.
Weis was also awarded one of
Hunter Award, one of MSU's highAmerican Humanics' prestigious
Cohen grants to write an introductory textbook on leadership in nonprofit organizations.

Support group to
mark anniversary

753-1916

HOROSCOPE

e
•

Six Rotarians from Chennai, In-

FREE
puppies. dia's R.I. District 3230 are in CalRotweiller/Samoyed 436- loway County visiting R.I. District
5651
6710 in Kentucky as part of the

M & T Painting

MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668.

Rotarians from India visit schools

Special to the Ledger
Karen Olson and Raylene Gagel
were able to lean on one another for
support throughout breast cancer diagnosis, treatment and recovery. Although the journey was difficult,
they felt fortunate to have one another.
Knowing the value of their personal experienced, they became
dedicated to making sure other Calloway County ,women facing breast
cancer also had a resource for support and information.
Their vision led them to begin
offering a local breast cancer support group in partnership with the
American Cancer Society and Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
group now meets regularly and has
continued to grow as word has
spread throughout the community.
Today (Tuesday), the support
group will celebrate its one-year anniversary with a reception at 6:30
p.m. in the private dining room of
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. All breast cancer survivors are
invited to attend and learn more
about the group.
Members of the group meet
monthly at MCCH to share their experiences and provide support for
one another. Several times during
the year, outside speaker are invited

to make presentations on breast cancer and women's health topics. In
addition, many members participate
annually in the American Cancer
Society's Relay for Life and serve
as Reach to Recovery volunteers.
For more information, call the
ACS at 1-800-ACS-2345, or visit
the Web at www.cancer.org.

According to Millman, American
Humanics recently concluded a
study to determine the impact that
AH's campus-based program have
on their universities, students and
alumni, and communities.
Murray State was one of only
four campuses that was named to
the Impact Study's Advisory Council, and that was selected to provide
input as part of the research gathered for the final stage of the study.
The study, Alliman said, provided compelling evidence that the
American Humanics program at
Murray State has a positive and
widespread impact,, and that it is
one of the best in the entire country.
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Your Pet Supply
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•PloPea, •Sag& •Decuftood
•Scieoce Deer • Sulecuudez 9ooda
9epr Vold di 614:
1304-H Chestnut St.
Dixieland Shopping Center

762-0054

NORWALK'
FURNITURE

You can't afford to miss this:
our Factory Authorized Sale.

Help our Girls
Grow Stronger!
Contribute to the
2001 Community
Partnership
Send contributions to:
Bear Creek Girl Scout Service Center
711 Jefferson St.
Paducah, KY 42001

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

6.00%
(May, 2001)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity

Norwalk Furniture has some of the finest customcrafted furniture available. And, it's on sale now
at Crass Furniture through May 29th.
Choose from hundreds of fabrics and styles...all
custom-crafted and delivered in about 30 days.

NORWMK
r

FURNITURE

Home Fashion Center

This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and is subled t to change on policy anniversary dates
However, regardless of rate changes over
the years. Southern Farm Bureau Life
guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 30000 Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for dot.r s

110
753-4703

103 South 3rd St.
Downtown Murray • 753-3621

